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In this thesis the hybrid method ONIOM is applied to computing the reac-
tion pathways and vibrational modes of molecules embedded within complex
environments. ONIOM combines different levels of theory in order to treat the
most chemically important regions of the molecule at a sufficiently high level
of theory, while simultaneously including the steric and electronic effects of the
remainder of the molecule such that the calculation remains affordable.
Normal mode analysis also allows characterisation of critical points located
on the Potential Energy Surface (PES). While the ONIOM PES is well defined
for a given combination of theories, this does not ensure that the PESs for each
individual level of theory are qualitatively the same. In cases where they differ
this may cause the curvature of the ONIOM PES to be sensitive to method
combinations and ONIOM partitioning. We present a method for analysing the
ONIOM Hessian to indicate where such situations occur.
The ONIOM method is then applied to computing vibrational modes of
the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP). This enhances interpretation of spectra
obtained from time-resolved femtosecond spectroscopy. ONIOM(QM:MM) re-
duces the cost associated with assembly of the Hessian matrix and reformulation
of the CPHF equations enables inclusion of the environment electronic effect in
the normal mode analysis. This has been used to understand how chromophore
vibrational modes are modified through covalent and hydrogen bonding, tran-
sition dipole coupling, accidental degeneracy and the vibrational Stark effect.
In the final application, ONIOM(CAS:MM) models how the protein envi-
ronment of the Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) modifies reaction pathways.
The protein enhances trans-cis isomerization compared to vacuum. ONIOM
allows separate analysis of the steric and electronic roles of the protein environ-
ment and reveals that the steric effect disfavoured the gas-phase pathway while
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In this thesis we will develop and apply theoretical methods to understand the
role of the environment in modifying the reactivity and spectroscopy of reaction
centres embedded within complex environments. The role of the environment
has traditionally been neglected in electronic structure theory as calculations
scale exponentially with system size: Hartree-Fock (HF), which represents a
first order correction to the non-interacting many electron system via a mean
field approach to account for exchange correlation, scales formally as O(N4)
where N is the number of atomic orbital basis functions; Full Configuration
Interaction (CI) in which all electron correlation is accounted for yielding the
exact non-relativistic solution (within the limits of a finite basis set) scales as
O(N !). Such scaling limitations have forced truncation to include only the
essential parts of the system. If only the reactant molecules are included in
the calculation, a direct analogy can be made to gas phase experiments. In
reality, however, the vast majority of chemistry is carried out within some form
of environment.
The effect of the solvent is widely exploited to determine chemical reac-
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tivity and selectivity in organic chemistry; in materials science reactions often
occur directly onto or in the vicinity of periodic surfaces with non-local elec-
tronic properties; and biological systems such as proteins significantly modify
gas-phase reactivity through intermolecular interactions between reactants and
amino acid chains. In such systems inclusion of the environment within simu-
lation is essential to obtaining agreement between experiment and theory. The
problem for theory is how to include the environment effects while avoiding the
scaling issues of independent particle models.
In the remainder of this chapter we give an overview of the role of the en-
vironment in modifying chemical reactivity and spectroscopy and how we can
include this in quantum chemical calculations at reasonable cost (Section 1.1).
Subsequently (Sections 1.2 and 1.3) we give a brief overview of concepts in
theoretical chemistry that allow us to compute reaction pathways and spectro-
scopic properties. In Chapter 2 we describe the hybrid computational method
ONIOM, which is applied to computing the reaction pathways and vibrational
normal modes of systems presented in this thesis. ONIOM combines different
levels of theory such that it is possible to treat the most chemically important
regions of the molecule at a sufficiently high level of theory, while simultaneously
including the steric and electronic effects of the remainder of the molecule in
such a way that the calculation remains affordable. Developments presented in
Chapter 3 reformulate the Coupled Perturbed Hartree-Fock (CPHF) equations
to reduce the cost of including the electronic effect of the environment in normal
mode analysis.
Normal mode analysis allows characterisation of critical points located on
the Potential Energy Surface (PES). While the ONIOM PES is well defined
for a given combination of theories, this does not ensure that the PES of each
individual level of theory are qualitatively the same. In cases where they differ
this may cause the curvature of the ONIOM PES to be sensitive to the method
combinations and ONIOM partitioning. In Chapter 4 we present a method for
analysing the ONIOM Hessian to indicate where such situations occur. In such
19
cases further exploratory work should be carried out to ensure the ONIOM re-
sult is correctly approximating the high level of theory on the full system. This
is demonstrated for two Diels-Alder cycloadditions using ONIOM(QM:QM),
including computing reaction pathways for functionalisation of a carbon nan-
otube.
The Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) is a photoactive protein where the en-
vironment reduces access of the chromophore to inter-electronic state crossings.
Time-resolved femtosecond spectroscopy probes the vibrational response of the
system along the reaction pathway, however, interpretation of the spectra is
greatly enhanced by computation of normal modes. The ONIOM(QM:MM)
scheme, where the chromophore and important nearby residues are treated
quantum mechanically while the remainder is treated using force-field methods,
reduces the cost associated with assembly of the Hessian matrix. Developments
outlined in Chapter 3 further reduce the cost of assembling the second deriva-
tives of the QM region. This has been used in Chapter 5 to understand how the
protein modifies chromophore vibrational modes through covalent and hydrogen
bonding, transition dipole coupling, accidental degeneracy, and the vibrational
Stark effect.
Modification of the reaction pathway by the protein environment in the Pho-
toactive Yellow Protein (PYP) is studied using ONIOM(CAS:MM) in Chapter
6. After excitation to the S1 PES, the protein enhances trans-cis isomerisation
compared to vacuum. ONIOM allows separate analysis of the steric and elec-
tronic roles of the protein environment and reveals that the pathway favoured
in the gas phase is disfavoured by the steric environment. The electronic envi-
ronment modifies the PES such that the alternative pathway (which is favoured
in the protein) is able to directly access the intersection crossing seam. This
explains how PYP enhances trans-cis isomerisation in the initial photocycle.
Application of a simple valence bond model allows interpretation of how the
minima on the S1 surface are connected to the crossing seam and so allows a
rationalisation of reactivity.
20
1.1 Including the Environment
A common way to understand environment effects is to consider the perturba-
tion of a molecule on going from vacuum to embedded within the environment.
Firstly, the environment has a mechanical effect where interactions prevent the
molecule from occupying certain regions of conformational space and favour
others. This can occur through direct covalent bonding, hydrogen bonding, dis-
persion and nuclear-nuclear repulsion between the environment and the molecule
(solute) and through interactions between the environment molecules (solvent).
The second effect is the electronic interactions between the molecule and the
environment. This consists of related interactions: the charge distribution in the
embedded molecule induces polarisation in the surrounding environment; and
polarisation of the environment produces an electric field across the molecule
that causes rearrangement of electron distribution. This results in polarisation
and dipole reorientation within the molecule. Furthermore, charge transfer may
occur between the solute and solvent molecules.
As the magnitude of the environment perturbation is dependent on the nu-
clear geometry, its inclusion modifies the shape of the Potential Energy Surface
(PES). This changes the relative energy of stationary points on the PES and the
curvature of the PES around these points, modifying reaction pathways relative
to the gas phase, as well as computed properties which are obtained from energy
derivatives. The environment is therefore not a constant over the PES that can
be added to the gas phase calculation, but must be included within the calcu-
lation. Explicit computation of the environment is therefore required in order
to obtain a full understanding of both spectroscopy3–5 and photochemistry6–9
in complex systems.
The simplest way to treat the environment is to include it at the same level
of theory as the reactants. Increasing the number of atomic centres and ba-
sis functions adds to the expense of calculations and so this enforces a choice
between a calculation at a less expensive level of theory or excluding the envi-
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ronment. If the chemical problem dictates the use of post-HF methods, then it
may not be possible to expand the calculation beyond the vacuum system at all
using this method.
Where the environment consists of small solvent molecules, the solvent molecules
are able to rearrange around the solute. In such cases the electronic effects are
the most important, particularly for solutes with a large dipole moment in a
polar solvent. The polarisation effect of the solvent can therefore be modelled
by considering the environment as a homogeneous medium with a dielectric
constant. This is commonly achieved by defining a cavity which the solute oc-
cupies and self-consistently iterating the electronic distribution of the solute and
the dielectric medium describing the solvent (Self-Consistent Reaction Field -
SCRF).10,11
A problem with this approach is that the interactions between solute and
solvent are not in general purely electronic. While the SCRF approach describes
the effects of bulk solvent well, mechanical effects are present particularly where
the solvent has an ordered structure like that found in the first solvent shell.
A solution to this is to include some of the solvent molecules explicitly (e.g.
the first solvent shell) and approximate the solvent outside this as bulk solvent
using an SCRF model. As the number of atomic centres increase as r3, where r
is the distance within which all atoms are treated explicitly, this may lead back
to the original problem where inclusion of the environment is not tractable.
In the case of complex environments like those found in proteins, the specific
arrangement of the environment is designed to hold certain residues in positions
relative to the reaction centre to modify the chemistry, either through mechan-
ical or electronic effects. Even for the smallest proteins with a few hundred
atoms, it is not usually possible to model the environment at a level of theory
required for quantitative results, although linear scaling DFT approaches have
attempted to do exactly this.12 In reality, while lower levels of theory may not
adequately describe the chemistry, they often give a good description of geome-
tries and so are sufficient for the environment region. By treating the reaction
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centre at a sufficiently high level of theory and the protein environment at a
lower level of theory the calculation is both affordable and includes the environ-
ment role. The treatment of different regions of a molecule using different levels
of theory is described as a hybrid or multi-level approach. These have found
particular attention in biological systems13–15 and materials16 and have been
sufficiently used that guidelines on best practice have been developed.17,18
There are two well used classes of methods for multi-level treatments of
molecules: additive and extrapolative. In the terminology of these methods, the
reaction centre is referred to as the model and the whole molecule is referred to
as the real system. In additive methods the environment and model regions are
computed separately and the interaction between the two regions is computed
explicitly.19 The three terms are then summed together to give the total energy
HˆQM/MM = HˆQM + HˆMM + HˆQM-MM (1.1.1)
where HˆQM is the model calculation, HˆMM is the environment calculation and
HˆQM-MM is the interaction term. Additive methods are frequently referred to as
QM/MM methods as, owing to the way in which the environment is truncated,
this is the only allowed method combination.
In extrapolative schemes the entire system and the model are computed at
the same level of theory and subtracted from each other.20,21 The remainder
contains the energy of the environment and the interaction energy between the
model and the environment. The model calculated at the higher level of theory
is then added to give the total energy
EONIOM = Elowreal − Elowmodel + Ehighmodel (1.1.2)
where low and high refer to the level of theory used. In this case there is no
restriction on the method combination, however, there is no overall Hamiltonian
and hence no overall wavefunction. Despite this the PES is still well defined
and so it is possible to study reactivity and obtain derivatives to determine
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molecular properties. In the next section we explain the origin of the PES and
concepts that allow for the theoretical study of molecules.
1.2 Concepts in Electronic Structure Theory
1.2.1 Potential Energy Surfaces
The PES describes the potential for nuclear motion of the system as a function
of nuclear geometry i.e. the total energy minus the nuclear kinetic energy. This
can be constructed based on the separation of nuclear and electronic motion
as expressed in the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. Each point of the
PES represents the energy for the state of interest at the given nuclear geometry.
Figure 1.2.1 shows an example of the features present on the PES, one for every
state of every molecule, in this case for the F2H system. The first two electronic
states are depicted, the ground state is the lowest energy and above that is
the first excited state. The energy is plotted with respect to two geometric
variables, the F1-H and H-F2 bond distances. However the full PES has 3N − 6
geometric coordinates, corresponding to the internal coordinates of the molecule,
and so is in fact a 3N − 6 dimensional hypersurface. Unconstrained geometry
optimisations require optimisation of the full internal coordinate space. In the
case of the PES shown in figure 1.2.1 the third coordinate is the F1-H-F2 bend
which is constrained to 60◦.
Thermal processes usually involve only the ground state, where reactants
and products are located at minima (M) and the highest energy point on the
minimum energy path connecting these minima corresponds to the transition
structure (TS). Location of M and TS structures allows activation and reaction
energies to be computed and rates of reaction to be determined from transition
state theory.
Photochemical processes involve more than one electronic state. Absorp-
tion of a photon excites the molecule from the ground state minimum (M) to
the identical geometry on the excited state, the Franck-Condon structure (FC).
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Figure 1.2.1: Illustration of the important features of Potential Energy Surfaces
(PESs) using the ground state and first excited state of F2H with the F-H-F
angle fixed at 60◦. Minima are located on the ground and excited states at M
and M* respectively. The Franck-Condon region (FC) is geometrically identical
to the minimum on the ground state, but located on the excited state. TS and
TS* are transition structures on ground and excited states respectively and CI
is a conical intersection where the two electronic states are degenerate.
Relaxation from FC leads to a minimum on the excited state (M*). If relax-
ation from FC produces enough kinetic energy, transition to other excited state
minima through excited state transition structures (TS*) is possible. However,
eventually the system must return to the ground state. If the structure remains
at M* it will decay by emission of a photon, regenerating the ground state. This
in general occurs between states of the same spin and is known as fluorescence
emission. When intersystem crossing occurs to states of a different multiplic-
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ity, phosphorescence regenerates the ground state although on a much longer
timescale.
Alternatively, if the structure reaches a region of the PES where the ground
and excited state are degenerate in energy, the molecule may transition from
the excited state to the ground state without the emission of radiation. Such
a process is known as radiationless decay and the points at which they occur
are Conical Intersections (CI). In this case the reaction path continues on the
ground state to yield either the reactants (photophysics) or the products (pho-
tochemistry).
Conical intersections have been likened to the photochemical equivalent of
transition states as their topology (peaked or sloped) controls how the reaction
path propagates on the ground state. Unlike transition states, conical intersec-
tions are not isolated points on the PES, but exist in extended seams over a
range of geometries. Decay can occur through any point on this surface and so,
unlike transition states, it is not just the energy of the lowest energy conical
intersection that determines reactivity, but the position of the seam relative
to the excited state reaction path. Furthermore, there can be more than one
well-defined reaction pathway away from the crossing seam.
1.2.2 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
The PES allows reaction paths to be computed on discrete electronic surfaces
so the reactivity and spectroscopy can be rationalised by understanding the
change in energy with respect to nuclear coordinates. This concept requires
that the motion of nuclei and electrons be separated as described by the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation.
The energy of a system may be determined by solving the eigenequation
on the wavefunction with the Hamiltonian operator Hˆ. This gives the time-
independent, non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation
HˆΨ(R, r) = EtotΨ(R, r) (1.2.1)
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The Hamiltonian operator can be separated to describe the motion of nuclei
and electrons independently. The coupling between the two types of particles
is then determined through the electron-nuclear interaction term
Hˆ = TˆN (R) + Tˆn(r) + VˆN (R) + Vˆn(r) + VˆN,n(R, r) (1.2.2)
where Tˆ is kinetic energy, Vˆ is potential energy, R is the nuclear coordinates, r
is the electronic coordinates and VˆN,n(R, r) is the Coulombic attraction between
nuclei and electrons.
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation uses the adiabatic approximation in
which the wave-function Ψ(R, r) is separated into: an electronic part Ψel(r :
R), which depends on the 3n coordinates r of all n electrons and the set of
parameters R, representing fixed nuclear positions; and into a nuclear part
ΨN (R), dependent on the 3N coordinates R of N nuclei
Ψ(R, r) = ΨN (R) ·Ψel(r : R) (1.2.3)
Inserting equations 1.2.3 and 1.2.2 into equation 1.2.1 and multiplying by
〈Ψel(r : R)| gives the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation
[TˆN (R) + Eel]ΨN (R) = EtotΨN (R) (1.2.4)
where Eel is obtained from:
[Tˆn(r) + VˆN (R) + Vˆn(r) + VˆN,n(R, r)]Ψel(r : R) = EelΨel(r : R) (1.2.5)
Thus, equation 1.2.5 gives the potential field in which the nuclei are moving
and the shape of the PES given in equation 1.2.4 can be determined pointwise.
Separation of these coordinates implies that the electrons relax on a much faster
timescale than the nuclei. In general such an approximation does not give a
significant error. However, at nuclear configurations where the separation of
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electronic states is on the order of the vibrational energy separation, such as at
CIs, the approximation breaks down and we must take account of both electronic
states and the coupling between them.
1.3 Overview of Electronic Structure Theory
In the previous sections we have discussed methods to include the environment
in a computationally tractable manner and how we can use these methods to
obtain a well defined PES from which we can determine reaction pathways and
properties. In general these approaches require the solution of the electronic
Schro¨dinger equation as is obtained after treatment with the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation for at least a subset of the system. In this thesis Self-Consistent
Field (SCF) approaches are used and we provide a brief overview in the remain-
der of this section.
In the SCF approach, the wavefunction Ψ is constructed from spin orbitals
χi arranged according to a Slater Determinant which accounts for the antisym-
metric properties of fermions
Ψ(x1,x2, · · ·xn) = 1√
n!
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(x1) χ2(x1) · · · χn(x1)





χ1(xn) χ2(xn) · · · χn(xn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.3.1)
The spin orbitals describe the distribution of a single electron and have a spatial
part ψ and a spin part α or β such that
χ(x) =
 ψ(r)α(ω)ψ(r)β(ω) (1.3.2)
where r is the spatial coordinate ω is the spin coordinate. The spacial part of
the spin orbitals (Molecular Orbitals - MOs) are constructed using the Linear
Combinations of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) approach in which Atomic Orbitals
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where we have used the convention that the MOs are signified by Roman letters
and AOs are signified by Greek letters.
There are a number of options for the representation of the AOs. Slater Type
Orbitals (STO) are the exact hydrogenic orbitals and so a close approximation
to the solution, however, Gaussian Type Orbitals (GTO) may take advantage of
the Gaussian product theorem which allows products of Gaussians at different
centres to be easily integrated. GTOs allow for significant speed up in computa-
tion even though more of them are required to obtain a comparable description
to STOs. For this reason the majority of commercially available chemistry soft-
ware use nuclear centred Gaussian basis functions, although there are exceptions
(e.g. ADF). The form of the Gaussian function in Cartesian coordinates is
g(lx, ly, lz, α) = Nx
lxylyzlz exp(−αr2) (1.3.4)
where N is a normalisation constant, l is the angular momentum quantum
number and α is the exponent. The angular momentum quantum numbers can
take any positive integer or zero and define the orbital type, where l = lx+ly+lz
such that ls = 0, lp = 1, ld = 2 etc. For d orbitals or higher the Cartesian
orbitals can be combined to give the canonical orbitals, for example the six
Cartesian d orbitals give five canonical d orbitals.
While GTOs lend themselves to computational approaches, they have a sev-
eral shortcomings when compared to STOs; they lack a cusp at the nucleus and
have incorrect decay. Combining primitive gaussians g together allows GTOs






where dλi is a contraction coefficient. Only primitive Gaussians of the same an-
gular momentum are combined. The exponents and contraction coefficients are
variational parameters, although in general they are empirically fitted. GTOs
can also be decontracted in order that the flexibility of the wave function is in-
creased, enabling the perturbation of an AO into an MO to be better described.
Further flexibility can be introduced through polarisation and diffuse functions.
In order to achieve the exact solution of the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger
equation, the sum in equation 1.3.5 is required to reach infinity. Computation-
ally the time required for integral evaluation increases rapidly with respect to
the number of primitive Gaussians, while all subsequent steps are dependent on
the number of contracted Gaussians.
1.3.1 Single Reference Methods
Variational optimisation of the Cλi in equation 1.3.3 gives the solution of the
Schro¨dinger equation for a closed shell system in which the wavefunction is
represented by a Slater Determinant. This gives the Hartree-Fock (HF) energy
and represents each electron as an independent Fermi correlated particle moving
in the mean field of all other electrons. The MOs that are obtained correspond
to the wavefunction described within the one-electron basis and may be classed
as occupied or unoccupied. Each electron feels the average Coulomb repulsion
of all the other electrons and so the probability of finding two electrons at the
same point in space is determined from the product of finding each electron at
that point independently. In reality the motion of electrons is correlated so that
they avoid each other.
The SCF procedure determines the best single determinant wave-function
for a given basis set, however, in order to recover electron correlation, it is nec-
essary to consider fractional orbital occupations. This can be achieved through
a configuration interaction (CI) approach in which the total wavefunction is
expressed using a basis constructed from Slater determinants which differ in
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where Φk is a configuration and ck is a coefficient describing the contribution
of each configuration to the overall wavefunction.
Correlation effects can be divided into two qualitatively different kinds: dy-
namic correlation defines the effect of the instantaneous electron repulsion re-
sulting from Coulomb correlation not accounted for by the HF mean field ap-
proach; static correlation occurs where the presence of (quasi-)degeneracy be-
tween electronic states means that different configurations describing different
electronic states must be included. Unlike dynamic correlation which is obtained
by including many configurations with very small weights ck, static correlation
has a few configurations with roughly equal weights.
The number of configurations is dependent on the exact basis used in the
CI expansion. While SDs may be used as the CI basis, they may not be eigen-
functions of the S2 operator and so the solutions may not represent pure spin
states. Linear combinations of determinants can be made that produce proper
spin eigenfunctions, called Configurational State Functions (CSF). The number
of configurations that can be generated grows as O(N !) where N is the number
of atomic orbital basis functions. In the limit of an infinite basis set, full CI
represents the exact solution of the time-independent non-relativistic electronic
Schro¨dinger equation. In reality even with a finite basis set, the number of
configurations makes FCI intractable for all but the smallest systems.
The size of the basis in equation 1.3.6, often called the many electron basis,
may be reduced by considering which Hamiltonian matrix elements are rigor-
ously zero and therefore do not contribute to the wavefunction. There are several
ways to determine these matrix elements: firstly the Slater-Condon rules state
that matrix elements between determinants that differ by more than two spin
orbitals vanish; a second situation occurs where the wavefunction is an eigen-
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function of an operator that commutes with the Hamiltonian, matrix elements
between eigenfunctions with different eigenvalues are zero. In the second case,
the use of CSFs reduces the size of the CI basis and the number of non-zero CI
matrix elements as they are eigenfunctions of the S2 operator and so only CSFs
of the correct spin contribute.
Going to higher excitations it is observed the number of CI matrix elements
increases rapidly, while recovering significantly less of the correlation energy.22
Truncated CI methods take advantage of this by only including determinants
that differ by a maximum number of spin orbitals from the reference state.
Truncated CI includes the dynamic correlation energy although it is not size
extensive. This means that the energy does not scale linearly with the number
N of molecules A, such that E(N ×A) 6= N × E(A). The result of this is that
the fraction of correlation energy recovered by truncated CI diminishes as the
size of the system increases, making it a progressively less accurate method.
Dynamic correlation may also be included through application of pertur-
bation theory to the reference function, known as Møller-Plesset perturbation
theory. Coupled Cluster (CC) techniques treat the wavefunction expansion in
a similar manner as truncated CI, except through the use of the exponential
anzatz. In both these cases problems regarding size extensivity are avoided,
however, the energy is no longer variational and so is not guaranteed to form
an upper bound to the exact solution. Hybrid methods such as ONIOM may
be applied here as they limit the accurate correlated calculation to a small part
of the molecule where it is worth the extra computational expense to include.
Density Functional Theory (DFT) avoids the need to determine the 3N-
dimensional wavefunction as knowledge of the one and two-particle probability
density is sufficient to give the exact energy of the system. Construction of the
density matrices such that the system they describe is antisymmetric is how-
ever not trivial. The Hohenburg-Kohn theorems, from which it is deduced that
the energy is a functional of the density and that this is variational, show it
is possible to determine the ground state energy from the diagonal elements of
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the one-particle density matrix. If the functional is known, therefore, it can be
used to obtain the exact ground state energy. Correlation effects are included
through the exchange-correlation functional, which contains the difference be-
tween kinetic and electron-electron terms in a non-interacting system to the real
molecule, i.e. the exchange energy arising from antisymmetry of the wavefunc-
tion and dynamic electron correlation.
The exact nature of the exchange-correlation functional is approximated
as an integral involving spin densities and their gradients, however, it can be
further split into exchange Ex(ρ) and correlation Ec(ρ) functionals. The start-
ing point for many exchange functionals is the Local Density Approximation
(LDA) which reproduces the exchange energy of the uniform electron gas. This
has been developed further to improve the description of molecular systems
using gradient-corrected exchange functionals, such as those of Becke.23 Simi-
larly local and gradient-corrected correlation functionals have been developed,
including the LYP set of functionals.24 The combination of the exchange and
correlation functionals produces exchange-correlation functionals that can be
used to calculate the properties of molecular systems, examples of which in-
clude the BLYP functional which combines the Becke 88 gradient-correlated
exchange functional with the LYP correlation functional. While most DFT
functionals vary with the electron density only, a class of functionals exist in
which the exchange energy is determined from both Hartree-Fock and DFT,
known as hybrid functionals.25
1.3.2 Multi-Reference Methods
In single reference methods discussed above the single determinant reference
state is assumed to be a good approximation to the real system. Multi-Reference
SCF (MCSCF) differs from the standard CI approach as the SCF equations are
solved for a wavefunction like that in equation 1.3.6. The MO coefficients Cλi
and the CI coefficients ck are dependent on each other and so are optimised
together. In order to make such methods tractable, truncation of the CI space
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to include only a subset of the most important configurations may be carried
out. This procedure defines the Complete Active Space SCF (CASSCF) method.
In this method there are three types of orbitals, core, virtual and active. The
active space is chosen manually and is composed of orbitals that have fractional
occupations or in which the occupation number changes. Full CI is carried out
within the window of active orbitals.
MCSCF can describe processes for which a single configuration is not suit-
able, where there is no dominant configuration in equation 1.3.6. These events
occur in cases of orbital degeneracy, such as at transition states or in highly
conjugated systems. The resulting wavefunction recovers static electron corre-
lation and so is better able to obtain the correct topology of the PES, although
the neglect of dynamic correlation means that accurate absolute energies are
not obtained. Applying perturbation theory to the MCSCF result enables this
to be included.
1.3.3 Molecular Mechanical Methods
The quantum mechanics methods discussed above produce PES that may be
examined to understand chemical processes such as bond breaking and forma-
tion. This cost of this is the exponential scaling of these methods limits them to
relatively small systems. Molecular mechanics (MM) is a computational tech-
nique in which bonds and atoms are considered as springs and masses and the
system parametrised to fit known behaviour. This enables efficient, although
limited, calculations on very large systems. The potential energy of these sys-
tems are determined using a force-field equation which commonly consists of a
summation of different terms
E = Ebonds + Eangles + Edihedrals + Eelectrostatics + Evan der Waals (1.3.7)
Each term is parametrised through the use of equilibrium values determined
from theory or experiment and so the force-field equation is only accurate for
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systems from which parameters have been derived. Furthermore, the energies
and geometries computed for these systems cannot be compared unless they
have the same atoms and connectivity, thus preventing them from being used
to study bond-breaking or forming reactions and excited state chemistry. While
MM methods are often very good at describing regions near the equilibrium
geometry, they are often poor when the system moves away from equilibrium due
to their highly parametrized form. A second consequence of this parametrisation
is that parameters only exist for a limited number of structures and atom types.
The AMBER force-field is defined in equation 1.3.8. The first two terms
are the bonding and bending energies and are modelled by a simple harmonic
approximation. The third term describes the dihedral energies and is periodic
as expected for every rotation of 2pi. The final term corresponds to non-bonded
interactions and models van der Waals interactions through a Lennard-Jones
type function and electrostatic interactions through a coulomb function.







































Developments in biochemistry and materials sciences have led to increasing in-
terest in the reactivity of large chemical systems, presenting theoretical and
computational challenges that can be addressed with hybrid methods such as
ONIOM. For reasons of efficiency the study of large molecules by computational
means has often been carried out with molecular mechanics (MM), as this af-
fords much faster computation speeds than more general quantum mechanical
(QM) methods. QM, however, is often a requirement for studying regions of
molecules which undergo changes in their electronic structure, such as that
which occurs during bond making and bond breaking processes, or for describ-
ing the behaviour of molecules in excited states. In order to feasibly study these
systems at an atomistic level while still capturing important chemical events,
methods for combining different levels of theory are required.
The general premise of these methods is that a region of particular chemical
interest exists in which all the excitation or reactivity is localised, while the
rest of the molecule acts to modify this chemically important region. In a
completely general sense they can be defined as a computational method that
employs different levels of theory within a calculation to derive a single property
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(e.g. energy, geometry, normal modes). The level of theory is defined as being
dependent on two variables, the extent to which the method used treats electron
correlation, and the size of the one-electron basis set used. A positive correlation
is observed between the level of theory used and how exactly the Schro¨dinger
equation is approximated.
The above definition is very broad and has been argued to encompass two
subgroups.26 Hybrid-atom methods, for example CASSCF, RASSCF and MMVB,
treat a particular set of orbitals (e.g. the pi manifold) differently to the remain-
der. This contrasts with hybrid-molecule methods, first proposed by Warshel
and Levitt,19 in which the molecule is partitioned between different levels of
theory. There are two widely used hybrid-molecule techniques, differentiated
by the way in which they extrapolate the various terms to estimate the entire
system computed at the highest level of theory. These are termed additive, in
which the interaction between regions is determined explicitly, and extrapolative
or subtractive schemes, which determine the interaction energy implicitly.
ONIOM is an example of a subtractive scheme, while methods labelled
QM/MM are usually additive. Particular advantages of the ONIOM scheme
are that it is general for any number of layers, is able to combine any level
of theory, and that it does not introduce extra geometric degrees of freedom.
QM/MM on the other hand is limited to a two layer combination of a QM
method with a MM method, however, in the case of biomolecules where this
encompasses the vast majority of calculations, this is not a particularly severe
restriction.
In this chapter we will discuss the technical aspects of the ONIOM method.
In section 2.2 the ONIOM energy expression is detailed along with consider-
ations for setting up the calculation, such as where to partition the system,
how to model the boundary and the how the interlayer interaction is evaluated.
Section 2.3 details geometry optimisation in the ONIOM scheme and includes
the calculation of energy derivatives. In section 2.4 specific considerations for
computing excited states within the ONIOM framework are discussed.
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2.2 Energy Evaluation
2.2.1 The Energy Expression
The energy expression in the two-level ONIOM scheme can be written:20,21,27
Ehighreal ≈ EONIOM = Elowreal − Elowmodel + Ehighmodel (2.2.1)
Each term in this equation includes a label indicating the region on which
it operates and the level of theory used. The various regions are defined with
reference to figure 2.2.1 as follows:
 Figure 2.2.1, Region I: This corresponds to the region of most interest
for the process being studied and is referred to as the model or high level
region.
 Figure 2.2.1, Region II: This is referred to as the environment, low level
region or spectator region and corresponds to the areas of the molecule
that lie outside the model.
 Figure 2.2.1, Region III: The real region refers to the entire molecule, i.e.
the model and environment combined.
The region a term operates on will be defined using a subscript in any equa-
tions presented. High and low are used to describe the level of theory at which
a term is calculated and will be indicated using a superscript. The hybrid calcu-
lation attempts to approximate a calculation on the real system using the high
level of theory. This is defined as the high-real or target calculation.
The model system is computed at both levels of theory, while the real system
is computed at the low level only. Equation 2.2.1 can therefore be interpreted
either as adding a correction (Ehighmodel − Elowmodel) to the low real calculation, or
as the addition of the environment (Elowreal − Elowmodel) to the high model system.
As each term involves a complete fragment there is no limitation on the level
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Figure 2.2.1: Definition of terms for regions encountered in the ONIOM scheme.
of theory used in each sub-calculation. This can include methods not strictly
regarded as defining a level of theory, including hybrid-atom methods.
ONIOM requires the user to make a sensible choice as to the selection and
combination of computational methods. The choice made is dependent on other
user defined variables, including which atoms and bonds should be included in
which region, where the partition should be drawn, how to avoid truncation
effects at the boundary, and which terms to include in the interaction between
the two layers. The rest of this subsection is devoted to illustrating some of the
concepts and options involved.
2.2.2 Partitioning the Molecule
There are several important issues to be taken into account when defining the
position of the boundary between layers. Ideally the boundary would partition
non-covalent regions of the system as there is significantly less electron density
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than in covalent regions and so there is less error associated with truncating
the model in this region. In studies with explicit solvent models this may be
suitable, however, in monolithic systems this is not possible.
In this case the first consideration is that the boundary should be as far
away from the region of interest as possible to reduce truncation effects. In
reality this is constrained by the fact that the high level calculation needs to
be computationally feasible. For ONIOM(QM:MM) where bonded interactions
are determined by bond, angle and torsional terms operating up to a distance
of three bonds, it is necessary to ensure at least a three bond distance between
any bond breaking in the QM region and the boundary. This is to prevent
discontinuities in the PES resulting from undefined MM terms that do not
cancel between the low model and low real calculations.28
A second consideration relates to the nature of the bond being cut. Features
which operate over many atom centres cannot be modelled through the frontier.
An example of this is pi conjugation, however, it may be possible to describe
local events (such as bond forming) by using a suitable low level method and
a large enough model system. Other examples of problematic bonds include
highly polar bonds where the electron density is significantly asymmetric. The
ideal bond therefore, is non-polar and single order such as the C-C bond which
has the advantage of being common in biomolecules.
2.2.3 Modelling the Boundary
In cases where covalent bonds are cut the resulting valencies, called dangling
bonds, must be satisfied in order to obtain chemically realistic fragments. There
are currently are two widely used solutions, link atoms and frozen orbitals. The
link atom method involves adding an atom in place of the original bond to
satisfy any unsaturated valences (Figure 2.2.2).29,30 The position of the link
atom is determined by scaling along the vector of the original bond:.28
rlink = rmodel + g(rreal − rmodel) (2.2.2)
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where rlink is the position vector of the link atom, rmodel is the position vector
of the atom on the model side of the bond and rreal is the position vector of
the atom on the low level side of the bond. The scaling factor g is empirically
determined by the link atom, the atom it replaces, the atom it is bound to and
the levels of theory,20,31,32 Hydrogen is the most common choice of link atom
as this has an electro-negativity comparable to that of carbon, however, it is
possible to use fluorine to simulate more electro-negative systems.
Figure 2.2.2: The position of the hydrogen link atom, shown in grey, determined
by the vector rm + g(rr − rm). The carbonyl group represents the model region
and the link atom replaces the methyl group for all model region calculations
Frozen orbitals give a more physically realistic picture of charge density
at the boundary by placing hybrid orbitals on the boundary atoms that are
excluded from the SCF procedure, effectively capping the QM atoms with a lone
pair.33–36 Figure 2.2.3 indicates the two main types of frozen orbital methods
which differ in terms of the position of the hybrid orbitals and which are frozen.
Link atoms are simpler to implement and more general than frozen orbitals,
which require a greater level of parametrisation that is dependent on the system
being studied. Despite frozen orbitals providing a more theoretically acceptable
approach, the link atom method has been shown in a number of studies to
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provide results of similar quality to those obtained through the use of frozen
orbitals.37–39
Low Level Region High Level Region Low Level Region High Level Region
BA
Figure 2.2.3: Partition of an sp3 hybridised atom using the LSCF method (panel
A) and the GHO method (panel B). Orbitals included in the SCF procedure
are indicated in white and frozen orbitals are shown in white
2.2.4 Interaction with the Low Level
In the ONIOM scheme the term defining the interaction between layers is in-
cluded implicitly through Elowreal − Elowmodel. This includes both bonding interac-
tions between the two layers as well as electrostatic and van der Waals interac-
tions. In the standard scheme this is treated at the low level of theory and is
called mechanical embedding. This scheme is simple to implement and compu-
tationally efficient, however, in the target calculation the electrostatic field of
the model responds to the charge distribution of the environment. In systems
with significant environment field strength, this interaction may reduce barrier
heights where there is a substantial change in dipole moment between reactant
and product. This is believed to be one of the processes by which proteins
catalyse reactions.40,41
By including the low level charges in the high model Hamiltonian, environ-
mentally induced relaxation of the wave function is computed explicitly, known
as electronic embedding. This compares to mechanical embedding in which only
the nuclei of the chromophore region are dependent on the environment, and
modifications of the electronic structure is a result of parametric dependence
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on the nuclei. Another point of note is that while electronic embedding is well
defined in ONIOM(QM:MM) schemes, where the low level charge distribution
is already approximated as point charges, in ONIOM(QM:QM) schemes there
are several possible ways of treating the low level electronic effect.42–44
In the ONIOM(QM:MM) scheme electronic embedding is obtained by mod-















|RI −RN | (2.2.3)
which runs over i electrons, I model atoms and N environment atoms. As the
electrostatic interactions are already implicitly included in the difference of the
two low level terms the Emodellow calculation must also be modified when using









|RI −RN | (2.2.4)
The SN terms are scaling factors that are designed to prevent over-polarisation
of the wavefunction by charges in close proximity to the chromophore. These
are usually set to zero for interactions involving atoms less than three bond
distances away and unity otherwise. This scaling is also required to prevent
double counting of electrostatic interactions which are calculated at the MM
level through bending and torsional terms, however, by setting SN to zero the
contributions of that atom are discounted even when they are not included in
the MM scheme (i.e. if an MM atom is more than three bond lengths away
from a model system atom but less than three bond lengths from its nearest
QM neighbour).28,45 This issue is partially resolved using subtractive methods,
however, as the interactions that were discounted in the model calculations are
included in the Ereallow term, this is at the lower level of theory.
28
An extension of this is polarised embedding, in which the environment region
itself is modified by the electrostatic environment of the chromophore. So far this
has never been implemented in a subtractive scheme, however, within additive
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methods two approaches have been identified: a polarisable MM charge region
that does not act on the QM wavefunction and mutual polarisation schemes.45
Polarised embedding is less well used than the other schemes for several reasons
including the lack of polarisable MM force fields and the requirement to couple
the QM charge density to the MM polarisation charge, which may cause dif-
ficulties in the convergence of the SCF procedure. Unlike SCRF calculations,
therefore, we do not polarise the force field. In this thesis, we treat this as part
of the “level of theory” used.
2.2.5 S-Value Test
The fact that the user has to make a series of choices before computing the en-
ergy means that ONIOM is not a black-box method and it is possible to make
poor choices. Fortunately experience with ONIOM is present in the literature in
increasing quantities and is now supplemented by several review articles laying
out guidelines for use. Despite this ONIOM may well be applied to systems
where it has not previously been applied and where reference to general guide-
lines may not be applicable. For this reason it is important to have a method
for benchmarking the decisions made in setting up the calculation such as the
S-value test.46
The basic premise of the S-value test is that the high-level is only required in
computing the model and that there is negligible difference between the low level
for the environment. As an example if we were to compute a transition state
using ONIOM(CASSCF:RHF) then the CASSCF method would be required to
study the multi-reference region of the molecule where the RHF approximation
fails (i.e. where bond breaking/formation occurs). In the environment, however,
bonds are in general at equilibrium and HF gives a better approximation of the
correct potential. It would be expected, therefore, that there would be no
significant difference between CASSCF and HF energies.
Putting this in a more formal sense if we compute the target and the ONIOM
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energy then the difference can be related to the error in the approximation (D):
ETarget = EONIOM +D (2.2.5)
Rearranging this and substituting with equation 2.2.1 we obtain:
D = (Ehighreal − Ehighmodel)− (Elowreal − Elowmodel) (2.2.6)
The bracketed terms on the right-hand side constitute the substituent energy
at both the high and low levels of theory and indicate the error involved in the
ONIOM approximation:
Shigh = Ehighreal − Ehighmodel Slow = Elowreal − Elowmodel (2.2.7)
Thus the error D corresponds to the ∆S value and the smaller its value the
closer the ONIOM approximation approaches the target. We can understand
this by considering an ONIOM calculation where the low level and high level
methods are identical, the two model terms in equation 2.2.1 would cancel and
EONIOM = Elowreal = E
Target resulting in a ∆S of zero.
In general, with a given level of theory we are not interested in exactly
reproducing the absolute energy of the exact solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion, but relative differences between stationary points on the PES. In the same
manner we are concerned with whether the ONIOM PES approximates the high
real system, regardless of any shifts by constant energy. For this reason, equa-
tions 2.2.5-2.2.7 are reformulated into the difference in error between two points
∆D = ∆∆S by taking energy differences at both points of interest. One issue
with the S-value test is that it requires the explicit computation of the high-real
system which we generally wish to avoid through the use of the ONIOM method.
Where ONIOM is used to treat a series of related reactions, it may be possible to
run the full target on one or two to check that the method combination is suit-
able. In larger systems it may still be possible to benchmark the desired method
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combinations by studying smaller prototype systems. In Chapter 4 we run a
target calculation for the Diels-Alder transition state between quinodimethane
and a carbon nanotube and verify the method combination and partition. For
the Green Fluorescent Protein in Chapter 5 we cannot run the full target and
it is not clear that it would be more accurate for describing protein structure.
2.3 Geometry Optimisation
2.3.1 Derivatives of the Energy
In order to locate stationary points on the ONIOM PES and compute proper-
ties from it, derivatives with respect to the energy are required. In the ONIOM
scheme this is defined using the sum rule, however, as two different coordinate
systems are used, there are some extra considerations required when the varia-
tion with respect to nuclear coordinates is determined. The gradient is presented
in equation 2.3.1 where terms dependent on the real system are shown with re-
spect to q and terms dependent of the model system are shown with respect
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The model system can be transformed to the real system using the Jacobian
matrix J. This projects the link atoms onto the two real system atoms involved






= (1− g)δa,b (2.3.3)
where a and b are Cartesian components. In general the Jacobian matrix is
very sparse and so has very low memory requirements.
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2.3.2 Optimisation Algorithms
From an initial starting geometry, there are several methods with which to lo-
cate stationary points on the PES. A Taylor expansion around this point may be
truncated at different points to give either first-order or second-order methods.
In first-order methods, the search direction is determined by the gradient g only.
Re-evaluating the gradient at the minimum energy structure along this direc-
tion iteratively using di = −gi defines the steepest descent minimisation. This
method has issues with convergence as di is perpendicular to di−1 and so close
to the minimum oscillatory behaviour may occur. Conjugate gradient methods
resolve this through knowledge of the previous search direction to obtain a mod-
ified search direction di = −gi + βidi−1. The exact form of βi is dependent on




Second order methods use information from the Hessian H to provide infor-
mation on the curvature of the PES around the initial geometry. Requiring the
gradient term to be zero produces the Newton-Raphson (NR) equation:
∆q = −H−1g (2.3.4)
The inverse of the Hessian defines the step size taken along the search direction
and for a function that is quadratic, the step leads directly to the stationary
point. In reality molecular PES are not quadratic but contain often sizeable
contributions from higher order terms so that it steps iteratively towards the
stationary point. The disadvantage of NR is the expense in assembly of the
Hessian. As described in Chapter 3, the assembly of the second-derivatives
scales at least quadratically with system size and may be an order of magnitude
more expensive than computation of the gradient. The use of quasi-NR in which
an updating scheme reduces the expense of Hessian computation at the expense
of convergence speed.
As the optimisation procedures described above are iterative, it is necessary
to define an upper limit on the gradient and/or displacement that is sufficiently
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small such that it defines a stationary point. This is because due to numerical
inaccuracies it is not possible to specify a geometry or gradient to infinite pre-
cision. Once this convergence criteria has been met the geometry optimisation
procedure can be considered complete.
Geometry Optimisation in ONIOM
The fact that the derivatives of the ONIOM PES are well defined and single val-
ued means that an overall ONIOM gradient and Hessian can be defined. These
can be parsed to standard geometry optimisation routines with no knowledge
that various parts of these terms have been computed using different levels of
theory. In cases where the low level is a QM method, combined steps using the
overall gradient and Hessian are the most suitable technique. Where QM is com-
bined with MM, however, more efficient micro-iteration optimisation algorithms
have been developed which are able to take advantage of separate coordinate
systems for each region.42,47–50 For the MM region which usually describes a
large number of atoms, steepest descent optimisations carried out in Cartesian
coordinates are regarded as the most suitable. This is because conversion to
redundant internals requires O(N2) storage and scales as O(N3) in CPU and
would be a bottle-neck in the calculation. Second order and quasi second order
methods in redundant internal coordinates are most efficient for the QM system.
A second advantage of separating the coordinate systems is that, as many steps
can be taken in the MM optimiser for the cost of a single step in the QM region,
the total number of times the QM region is evaluated can be reduced, further
improving optimisation times.
In the case of mechanical embedding, the electrostatic interaction between
the model and the environment is approximated by point charge interactions. In
the microiterations, represented by the left hand loop illustrated in figure 2.3.1,
the internal coordinates of the model region are frozen and the block is defined by
six coordinates representing translation and rotation. Upon convergence of the
microiterations, a step in the model system is computed represented by the right
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hand loop in figure 2.3.1. After this macroiteration is taken, the environment
is no longer at a minimum structure and so a new set of microiterations are
taken. Optimising the two regions is this manner continues until the convergence
criteria on the macro step are met.
Figure 2.3.1: Flowchart for geometry optimisation with mechanical embedding.
Terms describing the inter-layer interactions are indicated.
Although for mechanical embedding the separation of coordinates is easy to
implement, electronic embedding requires the interaction between the two re-
gions to be evaluated at the QM level. This means that the model system gradi-
ent is no longer invariant to changes in the environment geometry ∂Emodel∂qenv 6= 0.
Explicit evaluation of this interaction term at every point in the microiterations
would require the QM wavefunction to be determined, and so not offer any sav-
ing over the standard optimisation algorithm. In order to overcome these issues,
microiteration schemes have been proposed that represent the QM electron den-
sity as point-charges in the MM calculation and correct for this approximation
(Figure 2.3.2).
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Figure 2.3.2: Flowchart for geometry optimisation with electronic embedding.
Terms describing the inter-layer interactions are indicated.
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The first step of the macroiteration is to obtain the QM wavefunction rep-
resented as atom centred partial charges, usually derived from the ESP partial
charge model. At this point the exact interaction is also computed and the two
are subtracted from each other to generate a correction to account for the dif-
ference between the exact interaction and that obtained from the partial charge
model. At each microiteration (kth) step, the interaction is evaluated using the
partial charges obtained previously until convergence. The wavefunction is then
re-evaluated to see if it is still converged with the new low level charge distri-
bution. If this is not the case then new partial charges are obtained, the exact
interaction is recomputed and a new correction factor is used in the next set of
microiterations.
From the equations shown in figure 2.3.2 it can be seen that the correction is
only really valid at the first step of the microiterations. By oscillating between
optimisations of the SCF and the low level nuclei, however, it can be seen that
once convergence is reached, i.e. k = 0, the two terms based on the partial charge
model cancel exactly and the remainder is the exact QM/MM interaction. Once
this is obtained a step is taken in the model system coordinates and the process
continues until converge is reached.
Second Order Coupling
In the previous discussion we suggest that a second order optimisation technique
is used for the model system while the microiterations are treated using a first
order approach in Cartesian coordinates. In this approach the QM step is carried
out in the real coordinate system, assuming that there is no inter-layer coupling
and the environment forces are zero. Taking a Rational Function Optimisation

















In this approach, the updated Hessian is generated from the gradients of the
real system, but is constructed from the internal redundant coordinates used for
the QM region. The Hessian update, therefore, is not well defined and geometry
changes in the microiterations may change the force associated with an internal
coordinate. As the Hessian does not know of coordinates outside of those it is
constructed from, it assumes this change to be a result of the potential surface in
this coordinate only and the update procedure then produces an erroneous force
constant from the incorrect curvature. Other issues are that the interaction term
is treated only in the microiterations by the first order algorithm and that the
forces on the MM atoms may not be exactly zero, causing potential oscillation
between the geometries obtained from the micro and macro steps.
Such a scheme is generally successful if the desired stationary point is a
minimum, however, the first steps are often quite large. In the case of large
molecules exhibiting many degrees of freedom, the presence of multiple minima
may cause the molecule to fall into a different part of the potential surface and
cause difficulties in trying to determine reaction paths. When searching for a
transition structure, smooth convergence is of even greater importance and in
this regard standard microiteration procedures often fail.
Vreven et al. have developed a scheme to include explicit quadratic coupling
between the ONIOM layers in order to improve the optimisation behaviour.50

















where Hint defines the contribution of the interaction between layers. While this
resolves the problems discussed above, issues now arise due to the potentially
large size of the Hessian matrix in terms of storage O(N2) and diagonalisation
O(N3). In order to combat this, direct methods can be used to solve the RFO
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equations without storage of the full Hessian along with fast multipole moment
(FMM) to reduce this to a linear scaling operation in both cpu time and mem-
ory. In the case of electronic embedding this is even more expensive as the
interaction between MM partial charges and the wavefunction is required to
be to be included at the QM level, requiring solution of the coupled-perturbed
equations for all centres in the real system. Chapter 3 discusses a new imple-
mentation that improves the efficiency of assembling these terms. Despite this
the quadratic coupling formalism is still relatively expensive and best suited to
applications with expensive QM methods.
2.4 Excited States
We finish this review of the ONIOM methodology by focusing on specific is-
sues concerning the application of ONIOM to excited states. The ability of
ONIOM to model excited states has been demonstrated using retinal based pro-
teins rhodopsin and bacteriorhodopsin,51–53 previtamin D,54 cycloadditions,26
ketenes55 and nitroamines.56
In keeping with the general philosophy of hybrid methods, it is assumed that
the effect of the environment is a small perturbation to the model and that the
excitation is localised in the model region. The level of theory describing the
model system, therefore, has to be capable of describing excited states. In the
case of the low level, by assuming localisation of the excitation to the model, it
is possible to justify the use of a ground state low level of theory. In the case
of mechanical embedding this implies that the interaction between the layers is
treated at the low level of theory. This is known as the Constrained Low-level
State (CLS) approximation:
Ehigh∗real ≈ EONIOM∗ ≈ EONIOM-CLS∗ = Ehigh∗model + Elowreal − Elowmodel (2.4.1)
where * indicates an excited state calculation. The CLS approximation has the
advantage of allowing a much larger range of method to be used for the low level,
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including the vast majority of force-fields, reducing computational expense.
2.4.1 Locating Conical Intersections
Upon excitation to an excited electronic state, relaxation away from the Franck-
Condon point may channel a molecule towards regions of the PES in which
electronic states are sufficiently similar in energy that it is no longer valid to
ignore nuclear non-adiabatic coupling. Surfaces in this region may be able to
intersect, providing a path for radiationless decay to the lower state. Within
the 3N − 6 surface, where N defines the number of atoms, degeneracy between
the electronic states is maintained to first order along an intersection seam in
3N−8 coordinates, while in the remaining two dimensional space the degeneracy
is lifted by the gradient difference vector (x) and the interstate coupling vector
(y). These two vectors can be written within the ONIOM-CLS scheme as:
xONIOM−CLS =








In this branching space the PES forms a conical intersection (CI), at the origin
of which the two states are degenerate. Bearpark et al. have extended direct
minimum energy crossing searches57 to ONIOM in the CLS approximation,
although this is currently only implemented for mechanical embedding.54 The
optimisation gradient in this approach is computed as:
g˜ = 2(E∗,highmodel − Ehighmodel)
xONIOM−CLS





where P ′ projects the E∗,ONIOM−CLS gradient onto the intersection space.
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2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have outlined the main theoretical tool that will be used in this
thesis to compute the properties of large molecules. The ONIOM method allows
optimisation of critical points on the PES of both ground and excited states,
giving it the ability to compute reaction energies and activation energies. Where
molecular mechanics is used as the low-level theory, this can be carried out in two
ways: by considering only the steric interaction of the environment, mechanical
embedding ; or by also including polarisation of the model wavefunction by the
low-level partial charges, electronic embedding.
We have highlighted how, when setting up ONIOM calculations, there are
a number issues that have to be considered and choices that have to be made.
These include where to partition the molecule, which levels of theory to combine,
how to embed the model system, whether to use quadratic coupling of layers
etc. The solution to these problems may not be immediately apparent and may
requires testing to confirm a good choice has been made. Tools such as the
S-value test are available in order to obtain this confirmation. The fact that
these choices have to be made means, like other methodologies such as CASSCF,
ONIOM cannot be considered to be a “level of theory” and that the quality of
choices made in setting up the calculation can affect the quality of the result
obtained.
A property of ONIOM is that the potential energy surface is well defined
with the same number of degrees of freedom as in the real system. Derivatives
with respect to this potential surface are also well defined and so properties can
be obtained from the computed structures. This includes vibrational frequencies
and intensities which are of interest due to the widespread use of vibrational
spectroscopy in the study of biomolecules. In the next chapter we will discuss
the theory of vibrational spectroscopy and outline developments improving the






Normal mode analysis has two key roles in the study of molecules. The first is in
characterising the nature of stationary points located in geometry optimisations
as either minima, transition states or higher order saddle points. The normal
mode vectors computed as part of this analysis indicate the direction of negative
curvature at a transition state, and so allows the various points of the PES to
be connected together using some form of reaction path following method (e.g.
IRC). The second application of normal mode analysis is in computing theoret-
ical vibrational spectra, which also requires calculation of intensities associated
with each mode.
Experimental vibrational spectroscopy is widely used to study the structure
of small molecules, however, with increasing sensitivity and performance of ap-
paratus, and improvements in sample preparation techniques, it has also become
a standard method in the study of biomolecules. Although a number of alterna-
tive spectroscopic techniques have been developed, such as X-ray crystallogra-
phy and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), vibrational spectroscopy retains
a level of importance in biochemistry due to the types of molecules often encoun-
tered. NMR for example is limited to structures of up to 50 KDa, while X-ray
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crystallography requires crystal structures and is unable to explicitly measure
interactions such as hydrogen bonding.58 In contrast vibrational spectroscopy is
unrestricted by system size and is highly sensitive to many important biological
interactions, such as dispersion, hydrogen bonding and electrostatic polarisa-
tion. Furthermore, it can be carried out in situ, allowing systems to be studied
in their biological environment and can also be used to observe time-dependent
processes on the femtosecond scale, compared with time-resolved NMR which
operates on the microsecond time-scale.59 Dynamics of reactions are able to be
followed in real-time and can be used to probe excited state reactions and the
subsequent transition back to the ground state by using laser pulses to excite
the species under study.
Despite these advantages there are a number of unresolved technical issues.
Due to the size of structures commonly studied, the experimental spectra pro-
duced can be incredibly complicated with overlapping bands of different fre-
quencies and poor signal-to-noise ratio. This can cause difficulties in assigning
important features of the spectrum or may even cause them to be completely
obscured. Current experimental approaches involve using difference spectra
and isotopic labelling.60–62 Through reaction-induced difference spectroscopy,
in which the difference spectra between two samples is calculated (i.e. the ini-
tial and final states of a reaction), it is possible to establish peaks that develop
or disappear over the course of a reaction and which are relevant to the process
being studied, although this is only reliable in identifying large bands. Isotopic
labelling is an effective technique for the definitive assignment of vibrational
modes but can be a challenge in itself to reliably substitute isotopes with suffi-
cient specificity.
Vacuum calculations of isolated chromophores provide a guide to aid mode
assignment for chromo-proteins, however, neglect of the protein environment
means that not all experimental features can be realistically described. The
structural protein environment modifies the potential energy of the embedded
chromophore via mechanical and electrostatic effects. Application of accurate
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computational simulation through quantum mechanics to systems in biochem-
istry has only recently become possible through the advent of hybrid techniques
such as ONIOM. The use of these methods may further enhance computational
methods as a tool for vibrational spectroscopy.
In the remainder of this chapter we will continue with a technical discussion
of computing molecular vibrations. We begin with a review of normal mode
analysis as applied to molecules, along with a discussion of intensities and se-
lection rules. The computation of these values requires knowledge of derivatives
of the energy, and a brief discussion of analytic derivatives for SCF methods
is given. We then discuss special considerations for computing analytic second
derivatives in ONIOM, and give details of a new implementation for the efficient
calculation of force constants in large molecules.
3.2 Normal Mode Analysis
3.2.1 Vibrations in Classical Mechanics
The vibrational oscillations and their corresponding frequency can be deter-
mined through normal mode analysis. The coordinates chosen to describe the
system are defined as xi. These can be set to zero at the equilibrium geome-
try, so that each xi defines a displacement of the system about the equilibrium
position. In Cartesian coordinates, 3N such coordinates exist, where N is the
number of atoms. The velocity associated with each displacement is defined by
the time derivative of xi which we denote as x˙i. For convenience it is possi-
ble to define the displacements and associated velocities using mass-weighted




mi being the mass of centre i.
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aij q˙iq˙j = q˙
†Aq˙ (3.2.2)
where q˙ is a column vector containing the mass weighted velocities. The form of
equation 3.2.2 is quadratic, so that the matrix A is a 3N×3N square symmetric
positive-definite matrix. In the case where mass weighted Cartesian coordinates
are used the matrix elements aij =
1
2δij .
The next contribution to consider is the potential energy which is obtained
by means of a Taylor expansion around the origin q = 0. Truncating at the
second term (harmonic approximation) yields:















The first term V (0) can be arbitrarily set to zero, while the linear term is also
zero as the equilibrium geometry represents a critical point on the PES. The















. The second derivatives
can be collected into a matrix known as the Hessian H, such that B = 12H. B is
a square symmetric matrix, however, it is only positive definite if the potential
energy is a minimum in all coordinates while nth-order saddle points have n
negative eigenvalues.









which when equations 3.2.2 and 3.2.4 are substituted in and using A = A† and
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B = B† gives the set of equations
2q˙†(Aq¨ + Bq) = 0 (3.2.6)
and using the forms of A and B given previously this leads to 3N second order
differential equations
Iq¨ + Hq = 0 (3.2.7)
where I is the unit matrix, with solutions
qi = Cicos(ωkt+ ) (3.2.8)
where Ci gives the amplitudes of displacement along coordinate qi, ωk is the
frequency of this oscillation for the kth mode and  is the phase. Substituting
equation 3.2.8 into 3.2.7 yields
(H− Iω2)C = 0 (3.2.9)
which for non-trivial solutions requires that
|H− Iω2| = 0 (3.2.10)
solution of which yields 3N modes with eigenvalues ω2k and eigenvectors Ck,
where the subscript k is used to indicate one of the 3N solutions. The displace-
ments Ci are obtained from the secular equation 3.2.10 as ratios to each other.
They can be determined uniquely for mode k using
3N∑
i=1
C2ik = 1 (3.2.11)
As each coordinate qi oscillates with the same frequency and phase, passing
through the equilibrium position and reaching its maximum at the same time,
the mode is described as a normal mode.
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3.2.2 Normal Coordinates
We now introduce a set of coordinates Qi that defines the transformation of
coordinates qi into those that define the normal mode. These are constructed
from a unitary transformation of the mass-weighted displacements
Q = Cq (3.2.12)
and are defined as normal coordinates. They have the property that all cross
terms in equation 3.2.7, Hijqj where i 6= j, are removed such that the coordi-
nates are all orthogonal. This greatly simplifies the vibrational equations, with
the equation of motion given as
Q¨ + ω2Q = 0 (3.2.13)
Furthermore, each coordinate belongs to an irreducible representation of the
molecular point group and this information may be used in determining selection
as discussed in section 3.3.
3.2.3 Projection of Rotation and Translation
The 3N normal coordinates Qk each have an associated frequency ωk. For non-
linear molecules 3N − 6 frequencies have non-zero values. In the case of linear
molecules there are 3N − 5 such modes due to degeneracy of the x and y axes.
The remaining normal coordinates with frequencies of zero correspond to rigid
rotations and translations of the molecule.
As the modes corresponding to rotation and translation do not affect the
relative positions of the atoms, the potential energy is unchanged. They may be
projected out of the vibrational equations by transforming from a fixed reference
frame, such as Cartesian coordinates, to a rotating and translating frame of
reference such as internal coordinates. This can be achieved by defining a 3N ×
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3N − 6 transformation matrix Dint
S = Dintq (3.2.14)
The 3N − 6 coordinates S may be defined as either bond stretches, angle
bending or torsional displacements, while the 3N coordinates q are the mass-
weighted cartesian coordinates discussed previously. The matrix Dint is derived





where D is a 3N × 3N matrix partitioned into a 3N × 3N − 6 part (Dint) and
a 3N × 6 part (Dext). The form of the matrix D may be obtained from the
Eckart conditions.63,64 A block diagonal matrix can then be defined:
DextDext† = N (3.2.16)
DintDext† = 0 (3.2.17)
DintDint† = G (3.2.18)
where G is of dimensions 3N − 6× 3N − 6 matrix and N is 6× 6. The kinetic
energy in internal coordinates is then given by
2T = S˙†G−1S˙ (3.2.19)
and the potential energy in internal coordinates is given by
2V = S†FS (3.2.20)
where F is the Hessian in mass-weighted internal coordinates D†HD.
Reintroducing the normal coordinates Q discussed in section 3.2.2, these can
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be related to the internal coordinates through the linear relationship
S = LQ (3.2.21)
Equations 3.2.19 and 3.2.20 can then be reformulated in terms of the normal
coordinates
2T = Q˙†L†G−1LQ˙ 2V = Q†L†FLQ (3.2.22)
Solving the two matrix problems simultaneously L†FL = Λ and L†G−1L = I
yields the set of simultaneous equations which determine L
GFL = LΛ (3.2.23)
This procedure defines Wilson’s GF method 65 and yields the secular equation
(c.f. equation 3.2.9)
(GF− Iω2)L = 0 (3.2.24)
which may be used to derive the set of second order differential equations 3.2.13
in the 3N − 6 subspace defining the mass-centred, rotating and translating
frame. Note that the above can be reformulated owing to the symmetry of the
G and F matrix into what is known as the Wilson’s FG method which yields
identical results but with the inverse eigenvectors L−1. This enables the direct
transformation of internal coordinates to normal coordinates.
3.2.4 Quantisation of the Harmonic Oscillator Model
Up to this point we have been discussing the system in a classical manner, such
as may be expected for masses connected together with springs. In the case of a
molecule a quantised formalism is required that takes into account the nuclear
wavefunction. In the same way that vibration, rotation and translation can
be separated out in the classical case, by expressing the nuclear wavefunction
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as a Hartree product of these three terms the same can be done for the wave
equation.
ψNuc = ψVψRψT (3.2.25)
Taking the kinetic and potential terms derived in equation 3.2.22 and quantising











ψV = EV ψV (3.2.26)
where EV is the vibrational energy eigenvalues and ~ = h2pi where h is Planck’s
constant. The use of normal coordinates Q allows us to separate equation 3.2.26
into 3N−6 equations as the kinetic and potential energy operators have no cross
terms, as was the case for the classical analogues in equation 3.2.22. The total










Thus we have 3N−6 one dimensional harmonic oscillator equations, each depen-
dent on the coordinates of only one normal coordinate Qi, with eigenfunctions









 Ni is a normalising factor such that
∫ +∞
−∞ ψ





 ωi/2pi is the classical frequency of oscillation, obtained from the eigenequa-




 vi is the vibrational quantum number (0,1,2,3 etc.).
 Hvi is a Hermite polynomial defined by the vibrational quantum number,
such that H0 = 1, H1 = 2(a
1/2Qi),H2 = 4(a
1/2Qi)
2 − 2, etc.
Every normal coordinate has a vibrational quantum number associated with
it and so the ground vibrational state is found when equation 3.2.27 is deter-
mined with vi = 0 for all i. This is called the zero-point energy E0 and its value is∑3N−6
i
1
2~ωi with the wavefunction defined as ψ
0





Where 3N − 7 vi are zero and the remaining vibrational quantum number is 1,
this corresponds to a fundamental vibrational level. There are 3N −6 such fun-
damental levels and the corresponding transitions between these and the ground
state dominate the vibrational spectra of molecules. From equation 3.2.27 we
can determine the energy of the nth fundamental level, where vi 6=n = 0 and










v × 2α1/2n Qn (3.2.32)
While the fundamental transitions are of most importance, there may in
fact be more than 3N −6 transitions. These arise from two situations: overtone
transitions which arise from the normal coordinate lying in a vibrational eigen-
state where vi = a > 1, with transition energies En=a = a~ωn; and combination
transitions in which more than one normal coordinate is excited, with transition
energies En=1,m=1 = ~(ωn + ωm). Furthermore, it is possible to have both of
these events simultaneously as well as transitions that do not involve the ground
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state at all, although the probability of such an event is much smaller in general
as the population of excited states are exponentially less than the ground state.
Not all transitions that are theoretically possible will be visible in the spec-
trum of a molecule as different wavefunctions may correspond to the same vi-
brational energy. This my be due to symmetry or due to the fact that two
vibrational eigenvalues happen to be very close in energy, known as accidental
degeneracy. A further effect that reduces the number of vibrational signals is
the fact that the intensity of the signal may be zero, either because they are
forbidden transitions due to symmetry or due to the mode not being active. We
now discuss the methods for the computation of intensities of transitions in the
next section.
3.3 Intensities and Selection Rules
3.3.1 Infra-red Activity
The intensities of signals in the vibrational spectrum is dependent on the prob-
ability of the associated transition. This is determined from the Einstein prob-
abilities of spontaneous emission Afi and induced emission Bfi. The coefficient









where the initial state is labelled i and the final state f . The transition prob-
ability is therefore dependent on the integral involving the electric moment µ
and is forbidden if 〈i|µ|f〉 = 0. The selection rules may now be determined
by consideration of symmetry arguments relating to the integral. ψfv and ψ
i
v
form a basis for the irreducible representations Γf and Γi respectively. µ is an
operator that may be represented by the function space which acts as a basis
for the representation Γµ. The integrand may then be represented by the direct
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product Γf ⊗ Γµ ⊗ Γi and it can be found that reduction of this representation
yields the requirement that for the integral to be non-zero it must contain the
totally symmetric representation Γ1. The consequence of this is that the inte-
gral is zero unless Γf is present in the irreducible representation formed from
reduction of Γi ⊗ Γµ.
We will now explore the nature of the representations, assuming that we





ψn=1v such that the integral is defined as 〈0|µ|1〉. ψ0v is found to belong to
the totally symmetric representation Γ1, while the electric dipole µ may be
expressed in terms of the Cartesian basis such that µ =
∑3
k=1 µkek, so that
it forms a basis for the translational reducible representation Γt, such that
Γi ⊗ Γµ = Γ1 ⊗ Γt = Γt. In order for the fundamental transition to be allowed,
therefore, the irreducible representation to which ψn=1v belongs must therefore
coincide with one of the irreducible representations that form Γt. The irreducible
representations that comprise Γt can be determined by inspection of the relevant
character table, for example for the C2v point group Γ
t = ΓA1 ⊕ ΓB1 ⊕ ΓB2 .
While the symmetry arguments provide a general understanding of the selec-
tion rules for vibrational spectroscopy, in order to understand how this relates
to the vibrational eigenstates it is necessary to resort to the harmonic approx-
imation once again. The operator µ is dependent upon the geometry of the
molecule and can be represented by a Taylor expansion describing displace-
ments Qi around the equilibrium geometry








Qi + higher terms (3.3.3)
where µ0 is the electric dipole moment in the equilibrium configuration. Ne-
glecting higher order terms, the matrix element associated with the vibrational
transition between ψiv and ψ
f











The first term vanishes unless i = f due to orthogonality. Using equation 3.2.28




〈ψiv(Qj)|ψfv (Qj)〉 × 〈ψiv(Qk)|Qk|ψfv (Qk)〉 (3.3.5)
The integral will vanish unless ψiv(Qj) = ψ
f
v (Qj) for all j due to orthogonality,
while solving the remaining term 〈ψiv(Qk)|Qk|ψfv (Qk)〉 reveals that it too will be
zero unless vfk = v
i
k± 1. Thus in the harmonic oscillator approximation, assum-
ing only transitions from the ground state, only the fundamental transitions are







zero. The electric moment µ is itself obtained from the electric field derivative









In the case of Raman spectroscopy, transitions result from an induced dipole
rather than the permanent dipole in infra-red spectroscopy. The induced dipole
is dependent on the polarisability of the molecule µ = αF, where µ is the
induced dipole, α is the polarisability tensor and F is the electric field vector of
the incident radiation. The integral in equation 3.3.2 can be expressed as
〈i|µ|f〉 = 〈i|α|f〉.F (3.3.6)
Assuming fundamental transitions only the integral may be expressed as 〈0|α|1〉.
As before ψ0v belongs to Γ
1 while the polarisability α is defined by the function
space {x2, y2, z2, xy, xz, yz} which generate the reducible representation Γα.
The relevant character table gives the composition of irreducible representations
that form Γα, for example in the case of the C2v point group Γ
α = ΓA2 ⊕ΓB1 ⊕
ΓB2 . Thus for a mode to be Raman active the irreducible representation to
which ψn=1v belongs must be found in the decomposition of Γ
α.
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In order to determine the intensities, we expand the polarisability as a Taylor










where the matrix element is the same as equation 3.3.5 and so the Raman
selection rules in the harmonic approximation are also ∆vif = ±1 and the






as the electric polarisability
α is obtained from the second electric field derivative of the energy.
3.3.3 Anharmonic Contributions
The derivations based on the harmonic approximation indicate very strict se-
lection rules, limiting transitions to the fundamental transitions only. In reality
higher order anharmonic terms of the transition dipole (permanent or induced)
yield integrals that may not be zero where ∆vif 6= ±1 and so contribute to the
intensity of disallowed transitions such that overtone and combination bands
may appear, although usually with much weaker intensity than the fundamen-
tal transitions. Anharmonicity of the potential term of the nuclear Schro¨dinger
equation means that the normal coordinates are no longer fully orthogonal, and
generally results in the vibrational frequencies shifting to lower wavenumbers.
In general this effect is a constant factor and so rather than compute the expen-
sive higher derivatives of the energy, it is common practice to scale the harmonic
frequencies by a scale factor fitted to a test set of molecules.
A further effect that is not seen in the harmonic approximation is that of
Fermi resonance. Where a fundamental transition lies close in energy to an
overtone transition, and where the modes are of the same irreducible represen-
tation, anharmonic terms act to mix the two modes together such that they
are of mixed character and no longer quasi-degenerate. This causes intensity
to be transferred to the overtone band and the two transitions to split apart in
energy.
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To conclude, in order to compute the vibrational spectrum in the harmonic
approximation, it is necessary to be able to compute the derivatives of the

















. In cases where anharmonicity is important higher
order derivatives are required which may be very expensive relative to energy
and gradient evaluation. In fact while we have discussed the use of derivatives
with particular application to vibrational spectra simulation, the evaluation of
analytic energy derivatives yields a large number of important properties from
the SCF calculation. In the next section we go on to discuss how one would go
about computing these analytic derivatives.
3.4 Derivatives of SCF Methods
Now that the importance of energy second derivatives has been established
for computing vibrational spectra of molecules, we give a discussion of how
these derivatives are actually determined. This provides background for the
subsequent section in which we describe new developments to enable efficient
computation of energy derivatives for large systems such as those generally
encountered in ONIOM studies.
The SCF energy may be obtained from the Fock matrix whose elements may







where the second term on the right-hand side is the antisymmeterised two elec-
tron integrals contracted with the density matrix Pλσ. This term arises from











where N is the number of electrons. In the MO basis Pij is a diagonal matrix
with a value 1 for an occupied orbital and a value of 0 for a virtual orbital. The
core Hamiltonian matrix elements are similarly determined from the set of one
electron integrals
Hcoreµν = (µ|h|ν) (3.4.4)
where h is the one electron operator describing the kinetic and nuclear attraction









The total electronic energy is then given by the expectation value






µν + Fµν) (3.4.6)
In the notation of Frisch et al.66 the Fock operator can be written
F = h + G(P) (3.4.7)
where G(P) is the two electron part of the Fock matrix which depends on the
density matrix P. The expression for the energy is therefore
E = 〈hP〉+ 1
2
〈PG(P)〉+ V (3.4.8)
where 〈M〉 denotes the trace of matrix M and V is the nuclear repulsion energy.
The first derivative of the energy with respect to a perturbation x can thus be
written
Ex = 〈hxP + hPx〉+ 1
2
〈PGx(P)〉+ 〈PxG(P)〉+ V x (3.4.9)
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using the relation 〈PG(Px)〉 = 〈PxG(P)〉 which arises from the symmetry of
G. Similarly the Fock matrix itself can be differentiated
Fx = hx + Gx(P) + G(Px) = F(x) + G(Px) (3.4.10)
where F(x) is the Fock matrix formed with derivative integrals. These corre-
spond to the terms obtained in the Hellmann-Feynman approximation which
holds for self-consistent solutions in the limit of a complete basis set. Due to
computational limitations this is not practical and so the dependence of the basis
set functions on the perturbation must be computed through G(Px). Compu-
tation of terms dependent on Px requires the solution of the Coupled Perturbed
Hartree-Fock (CPHF) equations.
In order to proceed it is necessary to discuss some properties of the density
matrix P:
 As discussed previously, in an MO basis P is diagonal with elements 1 or
0 for occupied and virtual orbitals respectively, and so is an idempotent
matrix. This can be expressed for a general basis using PSP = P where
S is the overlap matrix.
 The trace 〈P〉 is invariant to transformation of the basis and so is equal
to the total number of electrons.
 The SCF conditions require that P commutes with the Fock matrix F
such that FPS = SPF.
 The matrix P can be used to decompose any matrix M into the sub-blocks
of occupied and virtual orbitals.
M = PMP + PM(1−P) + (1−P)MP + (1−P)M(1−P) (3.4.11)
M = Moo + Mov + Mvo + Mvv (3.4.12)
Taking the first derivative of the density matrix Px and projecting out the
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various sub-blocks gives the relationships Pxoo = −Sxoo and Pxvv = 0, where
transformation to an orthonormal basis has been carried out after differentia-
tion.
Terms in the energy expression involving Px may be reduced as Fov and
Pxvv vanish. Thus the non Hellmann-Feynmann terms can be written
〈PxF〉 = 〈PxooFoo〉 = −〈SxPFP〉 = −〈SxW〉 (3.4.13)
and hence the expression for the SCF gradient can be rewritten
Ex = 〈hxP〉+ 1
2
〈PGx(P)〉 − 〈SxW〉+ V x (3.4.14)
which has no dependence on the density derivative matrix Px and so evaluation
of the SCF gradient only requires computation of the one and two electron
integral derivatives.
Differentiation of equation 3.4.14 to give second derivatives yields
Exy = 〈hxyP〉+ 1
2
〈PGxy(P)〉+ 〈PyF(x)〉− 〈SxyW〉− 〈SxWy〉+V xy (3.4.15)
where the one and two derivative integrals may be summed directly into the
force constants and so require O(N2) storage, where N is the number of basis
functions.
The remaining two terms 〈PyF(x)〉−〈SxWy〉 require the density derivatives
Px from solution of the first order CPHF equations. These may be obtained
from the SCF commutation condition expressed previously, where taking the
first derivative and projecting out the ov block gives
FPxov −PxovF = Fxov − FSxov (3.4.16)
Splitting the Fock derivative matrix into the part that corresponds to integral
derivatives and the part that depends on the density matrix derivative, and
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rewriting the final term we get
FPxov −PxovF = F(x)ov + G(Pxov)− FPSx − SxPF (3.4.17)
which may then be solved for Pxov. Only the ov block needs to be solved as the
SCF energy is invariant to transformations within the oo or vv blocks. To solve
the CPHF equations the density matrix derivative can be defined as
Pxov = U
x − Sxoo = Ux + Ux† − Sxoo (3.4.18)
where Ux defines how the unperturbed orbitals transform to give the perturbed
orbitals, such that Cx = CUx. This expression derives from the orthogonality
constraint on the MOs, where the finite basis set depends on the perturbation.
In the case of derivation with respect to nuclear displacement, this indicates
that as the nuclei are moved, the basis functions follow them.
Substituting equation 3.4.18 into equation 3.4.17 and rearranging, we obtain
FU
x −UxF−G(Ux) = F(x)ov −G(Sxoo)− FPSx − SxPF (3.4.19)
A solution for Ux can be obtained by expressing it in terms of the eigenvectors






i , where a indicates an occupied orbital
and i indicates a virtual orbital. Substituting this into equation 3.4.19 and
multiplying from the left by C†j and from the right by Cb gives the final form
of the CPHF equations, where we have used the orthonormality of the Fock





) = Bxai (3.4.20)
Dai = a − i (3.4.21)
Bx = F(x)ov −G(Sxoo)− FPSx − SxPF (3.4.22)
where A contains the unperturbed quantities and Bx contains the integral
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derivative terms.
Each iteration during the solution of equation 3.4.20 requires forming a Fock-
like matrix G(X) for some trial vector X for each perturbation, along with
transforming X to the AO basis and then G(X) to the MO basis. If M is the
number of perturbations (M = 3NA, where NA is the number of atoms) and N
is the number of basis functions (N = 9NA for 6-31G*, larger for better basis
sets) then the Fock formation has a formal computational cost of O(N4) for
each perturbation, or O(MN4) overall. Standard techniques for computation
of Fock matrices in linear time reduce this to O(MN) when NA is roughly
100, depending on the basis set.67–71 The transformations between the AO and
MO basis sets are O(N3) for each perturbation, hence O(MN3) overall, but
are simple matrix multiplications and hence only become significant for larger
systems.∗
Solving for Ux requires storage and I/O for F(x) with O(MN2), Bx at
O(MOV ), where O is the number of occupied orbitals (V = N −O is the num-
ber of virtual orbitals), and O(MOV ) intermediate quantities during solution.
Assembling the derivative matrices required in equation 3.4.15 requires O(MN2)
storage and I/O and forming the traces of the matrices involves O(M2N2) com-
putations.
ONIOM is generally applied to large systems such as biomolecules. The
nature of such systems means that, even partitioning the molecule such that
the majority of it is treated using molecular mechanics, the cost of solving the
CPHF equations can be significant. If we wish to investigate the polarisation
effects of the low-level partial charges through electronic embedding, these costs
can rise further still as each point charge adds a further three terms to the CPHF
equations. The dimensions of the CPHF equations can therefore, become very
large and will become the bottleneck in their solution. We now discuss new
developments for efficient solution of the CPHF equations such that derivatives
of large model systems can be computed, and this can be carried out within an
∗For NA < 1000, the matrices involved are not sufficiently sparse to make sparse matrix
methods competitive for this problem.
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electronically embedded environment at reasonable expense.
3.5 New Developments for Large Hessians
In this section we present developments for the efficient computation of the force
constants (nuclear coordinate second derivatives). ONIOM is generally used to
study the property of large molecules and this raises two classes of problem,
which we will consider in turn:
 Issues in efficient evaluation of force constants for sizeable QM systems
(100+ atoms, as in the model systems used in this thesis) and which are
not particular to QM/MM models.
 Additional issues which are specific to the case of QM/MM with electronic
embedding, in which the number of geometrical degrees of freedom can be
much larger than the number of AO basis functions.
3.5.1 SCF Second Derivatives for Large Molecules
For larger (NA > 100) molecules it is important to avoid as much of the storage
and I/O as possible, and to assemble the terms as efficiently as possible. The
density derivative terms from the energy second derivative in equation 3.4.15
can be rearranged
〈PxF(y)〉 − 〈WxSy〉 = 〈PxBy〉 = 〈UxBy〉 − 〈SxooBy〉 (3.5.1)
The second term on the right can be computed when B is formed in the AO
basis prior to transforming to the occupied-virtual block to form the right-hand
side of equation 3.4.20. The first term can be computed directly from the CPHF
solutions without assembling quantities such as Px, Fx, or Wx.
The CPHF solutions are typically expanded in a common expansion space.72
The M initial B vectors are orthgonalised, leaving L1 linearly independent right-
hand sides, and then the space is expanded until L2 > L1 vectors solve the
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CPHF problem for the given perturbations.
In the pure QM case, L1 = M or L1 = M − 3† and typically L2 ≈ 5L1.
So forming Ux from the solutions in the expanded set has O(ML2OV ) cost
and then evaluating the second derivative term has O(M2OV ) cost. A better
alternative is to form B in the reduced space at O(ML1OV ) cost followed by
evaluating the second derivative term in the reduced space at O(M2L1) cost,
since L1 < L2 < OV .
The effect of these rearrangements is about a 20% savings in disk, I/O, and
CPU time for 100+ atoms systems.
3.5.2 Second Derivatives of ONIOM(SCF:MM) or QM(SCF)/MM
on Large Molecules
When electronic embedding is included, the QM wavefunction depends on the
coordinates of every atom. For a system commonly studied with ONIOM, for
example the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) studied in chapter 5 which has
a QM region containing hundreds of atoms (NQ = 107 or 167) with around
a thousand basis functions (N = 864 for 6-31G* or 1244 for 6-31+G*) and
which in total has several thousand atoms (NA = 4367, M = 13104
‡), new
performance issues arise:
 Storage and I/O for the remaining O(MN2) quantity, F(x), is substantial.
 The cost of the O(M2OV ) steps is much larger relative to the other steps
than for pure QM on the model system.
There is also the compensating simplification that, since the basis functions
in the QM calculation do not depend on the positions of the non-QM atoms,
F(xα) for the displacement of MM atom α in the x direction is given by a simple
†If electric field perturbations are included, their Bs are linearly dependent on the atomic
displacement Bs by translational invariance.
‡Including electric field perturbations so that IR intensities can be predicted.
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one-electron operator









which can be computed with O(N) cost for each x and hence can be recomputed
as needed. Similarly, Sx = 0 if x is a displacement of an MM atom. Hence the
second derivative procedure can be modified as follows:
 F(x) is computed and stored on disk only when x involves a QM atom.
 When B(x) is formed, F(x) = hx is computed if x is an MM atom.
 The terms involving 〈SxooBy〉, computed using the AO Bx, involve only
O(NQN2O) + O(NQNO2) cost.
 When a large fraction of the perturbations involve MM atoms, the full
set of M right-hand sides are highly linearly dependant and when the set
is orthonormalised to produce L1 linearly independent vectors, L1/M is
in the range 0.1-0.2, depending on the size of the model system and the
spatial extent (diffuseness) of the AO basis. Similarly, the dimension of
the reduced space which solves for all the perturbations, L2, ranges from
to 0.36M to 0.41M . So the increase in the number of Fock formations
and matrix transformations during the CPHF solution for EE compared
to ME or pure QM on the model system is much less than the formal
factor of NA/NQ.
 The improvement from evaluating 〈UxBy〉 in the reduced space is much
greater than for the pure QM case, because the difference between O(M2OV )
and O(M2L1) is much larger when M is big.
Table 3.5.1 gives parameters and elapsed times (on a 32-processor SGI Altix
with IA64 processors) for mechanical embedding (essentially the time for a bare
GFP model system QM calculation) and electronic embedding, using two sizes
of model system and two basis sets on the GFP molecule discussed previously.
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For either size of model system using a basis without diffuse functions, the cost
of frequencies with EE is less than twice that of ME or the pure model system.
Even with a more diffuse basis, the extra cost is only a factor of 2.2. The
calculations include about 62 min of non-QM steps, including the real system
MM force constants, diagonalising the force constant matrix, and computing
intensities, which is a significant part of the total time for the calculations using
the valence basis set. The QM portion of the calculations scales as O(N1.2A )
with ME and O(N1.5A ) with EE, respectively.
Table 3.5.1: Parameters and elapsed times in minutes for mechanical embedding
and electronic embedding of sample ONIOM calculations with two different
model sizes and two basis sets computed using a 32-processor SGI Altix with
IA64 processors.
ME EE EE/ME
Model NA M NQ N L1 L2 Time
a L1 L2 Time
a
Small 6-31G* 4367 13104 107 864 321 1845 165 1559 3369 234 1.4
Small 6-31+G* 4367 13104 107 1064 321 1894 617 2244 4790 13687 2.2
Large 6-31G* 4367 13104 167 1244 501 2763 231 2637 5394 401 1.7
a Total elapsed times for the ONIOM frequency calculation in minutes, including 62 minutes outside
of the QM calculation.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have discussed the relevant theory for computing vibrational
spectra of molecules. Vibrational spectroscopy is one of the main methods for
experimental elucidation of structure and mechanism within the field of bio-
chemistry, and almost all branches are interested in the composition of normal
modes that give rise to the spectroscopic signals. As documented in sections
3.2 and 3.3, this requires assembly of various energy derivatives: frequencies
and normal modes are obtained from the energy second derivatives with respect
to nuclear displacement - the force constants; infra-red intensities require the
dipole first derivative with respect to nuclear displacement, where the dipole
comes from the energy first derivative with respect to electric field variation;
and Raman intensities require the polarisability derivative with respect to nu-
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clear displacement, where the polarisability is from the energy second derivative
with respect to electric field variation.
Computation of these derivatives requires solution of the coupled perturbed
Hartree Fock equations (CPHF), which explain the way in which the perturba-
tion (nuclear displacement or electric field variation) and the electron density
depend on each other (section 3.4). In systems of the size commonly encountered
in this field, often with more than several thousand atoms, this computation is
prohibitively expensive with conventional calculations. ONIOM(QM:MM) not
only reduces the cost of energy evaluation but also has well defined energy
derivatives and so may be used to compute properties of large molecules. By
treating the majority of the molecule using molecular mechanics and only using
quantum mechanics where it is required, computation of the force constants can
be achieved at acceptable expense.
Despite this there are still two commonly encountered problems. The first
is that the size of the region treated quantum mechanically may still be sig-
nificantly large. We discussed how by rearrangement of the terms dependent
on the derivative density matrix in the second order expansion of the energy
expression, a 20% saving in disk I/O and CPU time can be achieved. The
second issue is that if we wish to include low-level electrostatic polarisation of
the QM region in our frequency calculations through electronic embedding, the
dimensions of the CPHF equations grow rapidly with the number of atoms in
the environment. Section 3.5.2 documents a number of properties of various
terms that reduce the expense of an electronic embedding calculation to around
1.5-2.5 times the expense of mechanically embedded calculations.
The mapping between normal modes and vibrational spectra can be achieved
therefore, even for large molecules, through the use of the ONIOM method. In
the next section we go on to discuss how the normal modes computed from the
ONIOM calculation are used to characterise stationary points on the ONIOM
potential energy surface (PES). Where ONIOM is used to combine levels of
theory that have a qualitative difference in the shape of the PES around the
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stationary point we present a diagnostic test to indicate poor method combina-
tion. The improvements in the ONIOM CPHF formulation is then put to use
in the subsequent chapter where we compute vibrational modes of the Green





The previous chapter dealt with computing the Hessian for large systems as
well as several problems specific to ONIOM. In the ONIOM scheme the energy,
gradient and Hessian are well defined, and so location and characterisation of
stationary points is achieved using the combined gradient and Hessian. In a
similar manner to that which has previously been carried out for energies, a
new technique has been developed to interpret how the sub-calculations inter-
act to yield the overall Hessian. This indicates the curvature of their potential
energy surfaces (PESs) with respect to the overall ONIOM normal mode with-
out increasing the computational cost. The resulting pseudofrequencies have
particular application in the study of transition structures and higher order
saddle points with ONIOM, where we find that an imaginary frequency may
result from combining sub-calculations for which the corresponding vibrational
frequencies are all real. Two cycloaddition reactions, including functionalisa-
tion of a 150 atom (5,5) single-walled carbon nanotube, demonstrate how this
analysis of pseudofrequencies allows identification of critical points where fur-
ther exploratory work should be carried out to ensure that the ONIOM PES
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correctly approximates the target.
4.1 Introduction
Chemical reactivity can be studied computationally by locating critical points
on potential energy surfaces (PESs). The minima represent equilibrium struc-
tures and intermediates, which are connected by the transition structures (TSs)
that are defined as first order saddle points on the PES. The reaction pathways
are then determined by the relative energies of the reactants, intermediates,
and products, and the activation energies that are needed to transition between
them.73,74 Computationally expensive quantum mechanical (QM) methods are
needed for the accurate calculation of the geometries and energies of the crit-
ical points. This is particularly the case for TSs that involve bond breaking
and formation, for which treatment of electron correlation is generally more
important than for equilibrium structures. Also, for the geometry optimisation
algorithms and characterisation of the resulting critical points, we need an ac-
curate representation of the curvature (from second derivatives) of a potential
energy surface, which again is more critical for transition structure searches than
for the search for equilibrium structures. However, the computational resources
needed for the calculation of the Hessian elements increases quickly and nonlin-
early with the size of the system. Reactivity studies of systems encountered in
biochemistry and materials therefore become prohibitively expensive with any
conventional QM method.
The two traditional approaches to reduce the computational times needed
for such large chemical systems are to use a more approximate (lower) level
of theory to treat the entire system or, when the process being investigated
takes place in a distinct, localised part of the system, high-level calculations can
be performed on a truncated model. Each of these two approximations has its
obvious limitations; the former does not treat the reactive centre at a sufficiently
high level of theory, while the latter excludes electronic and steric effects from
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the part of the molecule that is not included in the truncated model (i.e., the
substituent effect). ONIOM, along with other hybrid methods, represents a
third approach, which combines both traditional approaches described.
We analyse the curvature of the ONIOM potential surface at transition struc-
tures, by deconstructing the ONIOM Hessian after it has been assembled and
diagonalised, generating vibrational pseudofrequencies for the individual sub-
calculations. To test our approach, we present two case studies involving Diels-
Alder cycloaddition reactions. The mechanism of this reaction was the subject
of significant debate as to whether it was concerted, asynchronous or biradical
stepwise.75 Determination of the correct mechanism was important as it allowed
the regioselectivity and stereospecificity to be rationalised. We briefly review
these historic debates as our work presents interesting findings that add to this
discussion.
The Diels-Alder reaction is a member of the pericyclic class of reactions.
While detailed information on the geometry of the transition structure can only
be ascertained through quantum chemical calculations, the first attempts to
determine the mechanism were carried out long before such systems were com-
putationally amenable. The most well known of these are the theoretical treat-
ments of Woodward, Hoffmann and Fukui,76–78 who described the importance
of orbital symmetry conservation in the transition structure. The results of
this treatment indicated that symmetry allowed reactions could proceed via a
concerted pathway, while symmetry disallowed reactions required a stepwise
pathway. Dewar and Zimmermann added to this by defining allowedness based
on the topology of the aromatic transition state, through which all thermal per-
icyclic reactions must pass.79 By contrast McIver suggested that the transition
state was likely to be asymmetric based on arguments devised from symmetry,
and that the curvature of the PES associated with symmetry breaking has to
be more positive than the negative curvature associated with symmetry con-
servation.80 This was later demonstrated to be dependent on ring size with
symmetric transition structures more likely for rings smaller than ten atoms.81
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The Huisgen group in Munich extensively studied [3+2] cycloadditions in-
volving 1,3-dipoles.82 These systems with 4 electrons over three centres resemble
the [4+2] Diels-Alder reaction. Huigsens model proposed in 1963 based on MO
arguments83 proved to be consistent with the later Woodward-Hoffmann ap-
proach. Huisgens approach contrasted with Firestone, who advocated a stepwise
biradical mechanism, and this grew into a series of papers and discussion.84,85
Huisgen cited the cis stereospecificity, energetics and kinetic arguments; Fire-
stone argued that the solvent effect should be greater for a concerted process in
which the reactant has a large dipole, and that the cis outcome was a result of
energy barriers to antarafacial addition being greater than dissociation back to
the reactants.
With the advent of more powerful computers, the mechanistic question be-
came accessible to computational analysis. Dewar, who had claimed in 1959
that the Diels-Alder reaction was concerted on the basis of kinetic studies,86
applied his semi-empirical methods to the problem. These first MINDO cal-
culations revealed an asymmetric transition structure, suggesting a two-step
pathway.87 Two years later, in 1976, the first ab initio calculations suggested
that the reaction was indeed concerted.88 Supporters of semi-empirical methods
argued that the neglect of correlation and the lack of full optimisation in ab ini-
tio studies was responsible,89 while those in the opposing camp argued that the
neglect of differential overlap favoured the two-step mechanism.90 In the mid-
1980s MCSCF studies appeared that favoured the concerted mechanism.91 A
new generation of semi-empirical models was also found to favour the concerted
path. citeDewar1986
Currently, the prevailing opinion is that the majority of pericyclic reactions
proceed via a concerted pathway. Despite this there are situations in which it is
acknowledged that asynchronous concerted pathways may occur. The presence
of asymmetric substitution has been shown to favour concerted asynchronous
pathways.92 Furthermore, systems with nearly degenerate frontier orbitals and
systems with small HOMO-LUMO dieneophile gaps may proceed via a three
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orbital mixing pathway, leading to an asymmetric TS.93 First, we examine the
cycloaddition of quinodimethane to a (5,5) single- walled nanotube (SWNT).
This system has been studied previously using the ONIOM method by Lu et
al.;94 however, by analysing the pseudofrequencies of the vibrational modes with
imaginary frequencies, we are able to understand the role of the ONIOM parti-
tion and method combination in determining the shape of the PES. Second, we
consider the prototype cycloaddition of cyclohexadiene and maleic anhydride.
Here, we found that a particular method combination in ONIOM results in a
second order saddle point, where both the target and calculations with either
a truncated model system or a reduced level of theory on the full system indi-
cated a first order saddle point. This unexpected disagreement was the initial
motivation for the current work. For both case studies, we compare ONIOM
results to the target: a full conventional calculation.
4.2 Computational methods
4.2.1 Deconstructing the ONIOM Hessian
From equation 2.3.2, the ONIOM Hessian is obtained from the second derivative














where J is the Jacobian matrix that projects the model coordinate system qm
onto that of the real system q. This equation can be written in a simplified
form
HONIOM = Hhighmodel + H
low
real −Hlowmodel (4.2.2)
where the coordinate transformation and mass-weighting has been carried out
implicitly. In general the harmonic analysis is only valid at a stationary point
as the assumption is made that the linear terms of the potential expansion are
zero. In the case of the individual sub-calculations, this is not necessarily the
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case, however, the transformation is valid because the overall ONIOM surface
from which the normal modes are obtained has zero gradient. The ONIOM
normal coordinates QONIOM can be obtained by diagonalisation of the ONIOM
Hessian
HONIOMQONIOM = αONIOMQONIOM (4.2.3)
where the elements of the diagonal matrix αONIOM are eigenvalues from which




As HONIOM has the same dimensions as a standard Hessian, the number of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors obtained are the same as that in conventional cal-
culations. We are thus able to characterise the stationary points of the ONIOM
PES depending on the number of imaginary frequencies. Ignoring the 5 or 6
translational and rotational modes that have a zero eigenvalue and so may be
projected out, where the Hessian is positive definite a minimum has been ob-
tained. A transition state has a single imaginary frequency which indicates the
curvature of the PES along the associated normal coordinate and defines the
transition vector.
The Hessian can be deconstructed into contributions from the various sub-
calculations by substituting equation 4.2.2 into 4.2.3 and multiplying from the
left by QONIOM†, where QONIOM†QONIOM = QONIOM,TQONIOM = I, to obtain




−QONIOM†HlowmodelQONIOM = αONIOM (4.2.5)
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We can now write
αONIOM = βhighmodel + β
low
real − βlowmodel (4.2.9)
While the matrix αONIOM is diagonal, the matrices β are not as the trans-
formation vectors QONIOM are obtained from HONIOM and not the Hessians
associated with individual sub-calculations. Using the knowledge that the off-
diagonal elements of the β matrices sum to zero it is possible to partition them
into diagonal γ and off-diagonal ω elements where
αONIOM = γhighmodel + γ
low
real − γlowmodel (4.2.10)
Thus we can obtain the curvature along an ONIOM normal mode in terms of
the separate contributions from each sub-calculation. Taking the square root of





where the tick mark indicates that as γi is not a true eigenvalue of the trans-
formation f ′ is not a true frequency but a pseudo-frequency. The ONIOM











)2 − (f ′lowmodel,i)2 (4.2.12)
We now have a tool for interpreting the ONIOM frequencies in terms of the in-
dividual sub-calculations. This allows an understanding of cases where ONIOM
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may be combining PES of qualitatively different shapes around the stationary
point. In these cases, the nature of the stationary point may be highly sensitive
to the partition or method combination and so use of the deconstructed Hessian
may highlight where more testing is needed to ensure convergence.
4.2.2 Implementation
Implementation of equations 4.2.2 to 4.2.12 was carried out in Gaussian 09 devel-
opment versions. This required modification of links 120 and 716, corresponding
to the ONIOM control and frequency processing routines respectively.
In the standard version of Gaussian 09, a Hessian matrix is produced for
each sub-calculation within link 120. This is then summed according to equation
4.2.2, after the model regions have been projected onto the real space and link
atom projections have been carried out. Finally the ONIOM Hessian is written
to a read-write file and the program exits link 120. Within link 716 the Hessian
is read off the read-write file and processed in the standard manner, i.e. without
any knowledge that the Hessian is derived from an ONIOM calculation. This
provides a single set of ONIOM frequencies in the 3N − 6 space of the full
molecule.
In order to obtain individual ONIOM layer contributions the code was mod-
ified in the following way (figure 4.2.1):
Link 120
Subroutine OniFFX is where the Hessians for the individual ONIOM sub-
calculations are determined. This was modified so that the model regions are
projected onto the real coordinates and the link atom projections are car-
ried out, using subroutines RotFF1 and ProjLT. These sub-calculation Hes-
sians are then written to read-write files 674+GridP where GridP is defined as
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Calc Level
High 4 7 9
Mid 2 5 8




Subroutine FrcOut is where the subroutine OniFrq is called if IOp 7/139 is
set.
Subroutine OniFrq is a subroutine that has been constructed to take the
projected Hessians of the individual sub-calculations and use them to calculate
the component frequencies of the ONIOM calculation. This is done by reading
the component Hessians from the read-write files, and then mass-weighting and
converting to an internal frame. The matrix multiplication is carried out to yield
the γ values of the sub-calculation, which are then converted to wavenumbers
and used to calculate the pseudofrequencies. When all pseudofrequencies for all
sub-calculations have been obtained, the total ONIOM frequency is calculated
using equation 4.2.12 as a check and the results printed. This subroutine calls
subroutine GetLFO which was moved from link 120 to the utilities.
4.2.3 Case Studies
To demonstrate our method for the analysis of ONIOM frequencies, we inves-
tigated two Diels-Alder cycloadditions as test systems: quinodimethane with a
(5,5) SWNT, and maleic anhydride with cyclohexadiene.
A complication of ONIOM applied to nanotubes is the extended aromatic
system. In general it is not recommended18 to cut through aromatic systems
in the partition of a system into high- and low-level layers, but in this case
it cannot be avoided. Osuna et al.95 studied a number of partitions in the
Diels-Alder reaction between cyclopentadiene and C60 fullerene and found that
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Figure 4.2.1: Flowchart showing how the ONIOM pseudo-frequency analysis
code is implemented for an ONIOM(HF:HF) calculation within Gaussian 09
development versions. Modifications to the source code are indicated in red.
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a model including four rings from the extended surface was acceptable in terms
of cost and reproducing target energies and geometries.
Critical points were characterised using analytical frequency calculations,
including the pseudo-frequency deconstruction described in the section above.
Intrinsic Reaction Coordinates (IRCs) were used to link TSs to the reactants
and products, and were carried out using the Hessian-based Predictor-Corrector
integrator algorithm.96,97
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Diels-Alder Cycloaddition of Quinodimethane to a
(5,5) SWNT
Developments have yielded new materials based on extended unsaturated carbon
systems, such as graphenes, fullerenes, and nanotubes. These systems possess
unique structural and electronic properties98,99 although the relative inertness
and low solubility of these structures has partially inhibited their use in practical
applications to date. For this reason, the development of methods for the func-
tionalisation of nanotube sidewalls are desirable.100–102 Theoretical simulation
may be used to determine the potential of a given synthetic route by determin-
ing the size of the activation barrier, which requires the calculation of transition
structures. The properties of these systems arise from the extended delocalised
electronic structure, and QM methods are required for their description. How-
ever, a full quantum treatment at a sufficiently high level of theory is extremely
time consuming due to the size of the system. The ONIOM(QM:QM) method
is, therefore, particularly suited to the study of these systems, as it allows the
substituent effect to be included at a semiempirical or quantum level, reducing
the computational cost while capturing the electronic effect.
A survey of the literature reveals that ONIOM is indeed widely used to locate
and characterise TSs for addition reactions of carbon nanostructures. A num-
ber of reactions involving fullerenes have been studied using ONIOM(B3LYP/ 6-
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31G(d):SVWN/STO-3G), including retro-cycloadditions of substituted fullerenes,103,104
addition of thiols and alcohols,105,106 and [4 + 2] cycloadditions.95,107,108 Lu et
al. have used AM1 as the low level in conjunction with B3LYP/6-31G(d) to
study the viability of various dieneophiles in cycloadditions to nanotubes.94,109,110
This combination has also been used to study the addition of aryl diazonium
salts to SWNTs and adsorption of CO and O onto graphene.111,112 PM3 has
also been used to model the substituent effect in calculating barriers of carbene,
silylene, germylene, and diazomethane addition to nanotubes,113,114 while other
studies have used UFF in the study of aliphatic amine additions to function-
alised nanotube tips115–117 and NO addition at defects in SWNTs.118 Apart
from direct functionalisation of the carbon structure, ONIOM has been used to
study the role of nanotube encapsulation of reagents in changing barrier heights
and controlling reaction kinetics.119–121 1,3-cycloadditions to graphene could
also be studied using ONIOM as an alternative to density functional theory
alone.122,123
Our tests on the SWNT cycloaddition are based on the work by Lu et al.,94
who studied the reaction energies of cycloaddition between a C130H20 (5,5)
SWNT and the reactive dienophile quinodimethane. The high-level layer in
Lu’s work consisted of the quinodimethane and four fused rings of the SWNT
(referred to as QM42 in our work, as the model system contains 42 atoms)
and was treated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory, while the remainder of
the system was treated at the AM1 level of theory (Figure 4.3.1A). In addition
to Lu’s partition, we also considered a reduced high-level layer (referred to as
QM16, Figure 4.3.1B).
Lu presented a symmetric transition structure with the QM42 partition,
suggesting that the reaction takes place via a concerted pathway. We have
re-examined this transition structure and carried out further analysis by cal-
culating the ONIOM frequencies in terms of the contributions of the individ-
ual sub-calculations. We found that, for the QM42 partition, the symmet-
ric/synchronous transition structure actually corresponds to a second-order sad-
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Figure 4.3.1: ONIOM partitions for the cycloaddition of quinodimethane to a
150-atom (5,5) SWNT calculated using the QM42 model system (A) and the
smaller model system QM16 (B), with the high level layer rendered graphically
by tubes. Close-ups of the QM42 model system show the difference between the
symmetric (C) and asymmetric (D) transition states.
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dle point (Figure 4.3.1A,C), while a slightly lower in energy (Table 4.3.1) first-
order transition structure was found to be antisymmetric/asynchronous (Figure
4.3.1D). The two saddle points are closely related to each other: we found a
barrierless energy profile along the linear interpolation between the two struc-
tures.
Table 4.3.1: Relative Energies (kcal mol-1) for the (5,5) SWNT and
quinodimethane Diels-Alder reaction, determined with ONIOM(B3LYP/6-
31G(d):AM1) using the QM42 Partition (Figure 4.3.1A).
Structure ONIOM Model(AM1) Model(B3LYP) Real(AM1)
Reactants 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Symmetric TS 19.20 33.39 24.67 27.92
Asymmetric TS 18.99 35.57 23.91 30.65
Products -28.76 -4.81 -9.99 -23.57
For the symmetric saddle point, we show in Table 4.3.2 the frequencies of the
lowest two modes calculated using the various levels of theory and ONIOM parti-
tions. In all calculations, these two modes corresponded to a symmetry conserv-
ing mode, leading to concerted bond formation, and a symmetry-breaking mode.
We also show the contributions of the sub-calculations for the ONIOM calcu-
lations. Surprisingly, we find that each of the three ONIOM sub-calculations
give positive pseudofrequencies for the symmetry-breaking mode 2. Only when
they are combined, according to expression 4.2.12, does the curvature become
negative. When we used the low level of theory (AM1) on the full system sep-
arately, we found a first order saddle point, which is qualitatively in agreement
with the AM1 ONIOM sub-calculation on the real system.
Based on the fact that the ONIOM pseudofrequencies for the second mode
are all real, one could argue that the observed imaginary frequency may be spu-
rious. To test this, we carried out the optimisation and vibrational analysis on
the target (the high-level calculation on the entire system) to determine whether
ONIOM represents the target correctly, or whether the second imaginary fre-
quency is incorrectly introduced by the combination of different methods. The
target calculation showed that, in agreement with ONIOM, the symmetric TS
is a second order saddle point with frequencies of 461i cm-1 and 101i cm-1.
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Table 4.3.2: Frequency analysis of the symmetric transition structure in the
(5,5) SWNT and quinodimethane Diels-Alder reaction, determined using AM1,
B3LYP/6-31G(d), and ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31G(d):AM1) using partitions QM42
(Figure 4.3.1A) and QM16 (Figure 4.3.1B)
Mode 1 Mode 2
f lowreal 783i 38
fhighreal (target) 461i 101i
fONIOM, QM42i 552i 29i
f ′low, QM42model, i 281 230
f ′high, QM42model, i 313i 88
f ′low, QM42real, i 358i 110
fONIOM, QM16i 334i 27
f ′low, QM16model, i 666i 129
f ′high, QM16model, i 489i 52
f ′low, QM16real, i 563i 121
Given the historical arguments outlined in section 4.1, this seems a somewhat
surprising result, however, an interpretation given by FMO arguments93 is that
this is due to the high HOMO of the diene and the small HOMO-LUMO gap of
carbon nanotubes. This indicates that addition of electron rich dienes to carbon
nanotubes may proceed via concerted asynchronous transition structures. This
knowledge may help to design new reactions that facilitate functionalisation of
carbon nanotubes.
The ONIOM QM42 calculation thus produces the correct second order sad-
dle point, despite all the individual frequency components of the second mode
having positive curvature. In Table 4.3.1 we also list the individual contribu-
tions to the ONIOM energies. Both low level (AM1) contributions raise the
energy of the asymmetric TS relative to the symmetric TS, which agrees with
the sign of the pseudofrequencies (both are real). However, the energy of the
real system contribution rises more (2.7 kcal mol-1) than the model system (2.2
kcal mol-1), which is in contrast with the magnitude of the low level pseudofre-
quencies (larger for the model system than for the real system). Furthermore,
the high level contribution to the symmetric TS is lower than for the asymmetric
TS, which is in contrast with the real pseudofrequency of the high level contri-
bution. Although the ONIOM frequency agrees with a lower lying asymmetric
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TS, it is clear that anharmonic contributions play a role in the actual energy
difference between the symmetric TS and asymmetric TS.
In addition, we tested a smaller model system (QM16, Figure 4.3.1B) to
assess whether a change in the ONIOM partition, and not the method combi-
nation, can change the nature of the symmetric saddle point. The two lowest
frequency normal modes were found to be 334i and 27 cm-1, indicating that the
choice of partition can qualitatively affect the ONIOM potential energy surface
(by changing the curvature of the asymmetric mode 2 in this case).
The goal of ONIOM is the reduction of computational cost in terms of wall
time and memory requirements. On our machines, a single ONIOM energy
with gradient evaluation on the (5,5) SWNT + quinodimethane system requires
about 1% of the computational time required for the target calculation. The
high-level calculation on the model system represents the bottleneck here, taking
about 90% of the computational time. The corresponding frequency calculation
using the ONIOM scheme requires about 1% of the target computational time,
but here the memory requirements are reduced by 2 orders of magnitude (from
360GB to several GB). Thus, depending on the type of calculation, ONIOM can
significantly reduce both computational time and memory space requirements.
4.3.2 Diels-Alder Cycloaddition of Cyclohexadiene and Maleic
Anhydride
We carried out exploratory calculations using ONIOM for the addition of cyclo-
hexadiene and maleic anhydride, with a model system that consists of the bu-
tadiene + ethene fragment where the bond breaking and formation takes place.
Our target level of theory was CASSCF in this case,26 and we used the ONIOM
method with CASSCF (6 electrons in six pi orbitals) for the model system and
HF for the remainder of the system. Surprisingly, using ONIOM(CASSCF/STO-
3G:HF/STO-3G), the TS search under Cs symmetry yields a second order sad-
dle point (Figure 4.3.2, Table 4.3.3), while we obtain first order saddle points
when we optimise for the TS using either conventional CASSCF/STO-3G or
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conventional HF/STO-3G, for either the full system or for the model system
alone. Furthermore, changing the high-level method in the ONIOM calcula-
tion to CASSCF/4-31G also results in a first order saddle point (Table 4.3.3).
In other words, the symmetric ONIOM(CASSCF/ STO-3G:HF/STO-3G) sta-
tionary point is a second order saddle point with negative curvature along the
symmetry distortion mode that is not present in any of the conventional calcu-
lations on the full or reduced system, and which appears very sensitive to the
level of theory used in ONIOM.
Figure 4.3.2: Cs Diels-Alder transition structure for cyclohexadiene and maleic
anhydride at the ONIOM(CASSCF/STO-3G:HF/STO-3G) level of theory. The
CASSCF layer is represented by ball-and-stick, and the HF layer by tube. The
displacement vectors in panel A correspond to the symmetric stretch at 936i
cm-1, and in panel B to the asymmetric bend at 65i cm-1
Before analysing the frequencies as outlined in Section 4.2, we first discuss
the energetics of the reaction at the various levels of theory. Besides the fre-
quencies, we show in Table 4.3.3 the activation energies and reaction energies,
for both the full system and the truncated model system. We see that the HF
and CASSCF barriers ∆ETS are quite close with the same basis set (largest
difference is 4 kcal mol-1). Also, we see that the reaction energy is much smaller
(by several tens of kcal mol-1) with the 4-31G basis set than with the STO-3G
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basis set. The difference between the full system and the model system varies
but is about 5 kcal mol-1 for both the TS and reaction energy at the highest
level of theory.
Table 4.3.3: Cyclohexadiene and maleic anhydride barrier and reaction energies
(kcal mol-1) and imaginary frequencies (cm-1) at the various levels of theory, for
both the full system (ONIOM and conventional methods) and the model system
(butadiene and ethene, only conventional methods)
Method ∆ETS ∆EReac Imaginary Frequencies
CASSCF/STO-3G:HF/STO-3G (sym) 36.0 -53.1 936i 65i
CASSCF/STO-3G:HF/STO-3G (asym) 32.1 -53.1 1106i
CASSCF/4-31G:HF/STO-3G 42.5 -2.4 733i
CASSCF/4-31G:HF/4-31G 32.9 -14.6 728i
HF/STO-3G 36.1 -87.3 855i
HF/4-31G 31.3 -33.4 694i
CASSCF/STO-3G 37.5 -56.7 960i
CASSCF/4-31G 35.6 -16.5 764i
HF/STO-3G (model only) 34.2 -106.5 968i
HF/4-31G (model only) 39.6 -40.2 855i
CASSCF/STO-3G (model only) 35.1 -72.4 1057i
CASSCF/4-31G (model only) 41.1 -21.4 887i
Comparing ONIOM to the target calculations (Table 4.3.4), we see that
ONIOM(CASSCF/STO-3G:HF/STO-3G) is close to CASSCF/STO-3G, and
ONIOM(CASSCF/4-31G:HF/4- 31G) is close to CASSCF/4-31G, for both the
barrier and reaction energy. In contrast, ONIOM(CASSCF/4-31G:HF/STO-
3G) is less close to the CASSCF/4-31G target calculation. The basis set used
in the low-level region must, therefore, match that of the high-level in order for
ONIOM to reproduce the target system energies.
We can also compare ONIOM with the calculation on the full system at
the lower level of theory, or with the truncated system (the model) at the
higher level of theory (Table 4.3.4). The errors are always larger than for
ONIOM with the basis sets matched, except for the barrier calculated with
ONIOM(CASSCF/STO-3G:HF/STO-3G) compared to HF/STO-3G on the full
system. However, in that case, both the ONIOM error and the error from using
the low level of theory on the full system are very small (-1.6 and -1.4 kcal mol-1,
respectively).
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To conclude, ONIOM reproduces the target energies better than either the
conventional alternatives of truncating the system or lowering the level of theory.
ONIOM is well-behaved for this reaction, and the energetics do not show a
problem that presages the extra imaginary frequency we observed. Clearly,
correct energies in the symmetric space do not ensure the correct representation
of the potential surface along symmetry breaking modes.
Table 4.3.4: Errors (kcal mol-1) relative to the target levels of theory de-
rived from table 4.3.3, using various systematic approximations (truncated and
method refer to truncating the size of the system and lowering the level of theory,
respectively)
Level of Theory ∆ETS errors ∆EReact errors
Target/High Level Low Level ONIOM truncated method ONIOM truncated method
CASSCF/STO-3G HF/STO-3G -1.6 -2.4 -1.4 3.6 -15.7 -30.6
CASSCF/4-31G HF/STO-3G 7.0 5.5 0.5 14.1 -4.9 -70.7
CASSCF/4-31G HF/4-31G -2.6 5.5 -4.2 1.9 -4.9 -16.9
We analysed the origin of the second imaginary frequency at the ONIOM(CAS
/STO-3G:HF/STO-3G) level of theory using the pseudofrequencies. In Table
4.3.5, we show the integrated frequency for the first two normal modes (fONIOMi )







real, i), with either the STO-3G basis set or the 4-31G basis set for CASSCF. All
the contributions from the sub-calculations to the second mode are real. How-
ever, the high level contributions from the model system are quite small (75-96
cm-1), and the low level contributions can easily cause the sign to change. Ac-
cording to expression 4.2.12, the integrated frequency is related to the squares
of the contributions from the sub-calculations. For the calculation with the
STO-3G basis set in the high level, the low level contributions to the frequency
are 251 and 230 cm superscript-1, and the difference in the squares (2512 - 2302




in an imaginary ONIOM frequency. For the calculations with the 4-31G basis
set in the high level, the differences in squares are smaller than the square of
the high level contribution from the model system, resulting in real ONIOM
frequencies.
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The difference between f
′low
model, i and f
′low
real, i for the second mode is fairly sim-
ilar for the calculations with STO-3G and 4-31G in the high level (21-26 cm-1),
but the absolute values are much higher with STO-3G than with 4-31G (which,
of course, results in a much larger difference of the squares). This is surprising,
since it is not the basis set of the low level method that is being changed, but
the basis set of the high level method. The explanation is that the direction
of the normal mode must be sufficiently affected by the change in basis set of
the high level method for the curvature contributions from the low level sub-
calculations to change so greatly, although the curvature contribution from the
high level calculation on the model system does not change much. This strong
dependence and different response from the high and low level calculations may
indicate that at least one of the method combinations is not good and would
need to be investigated further before production calculations are started.
Table 4.3.5: Frequencies of the symmetric TS of cyclohexadiene and maleic an-
hydride calculated with ONIOM and the contributions from the sub-calculations
(cm-1)
CASSCF/STO-3G:HF/STO-3G CASSCF/4-31G:HF/STO-3G CASSCF/4-31G:HF/4-31G
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 1 Mode 2
fONIOMi 936i 65i 733i 31 728i 42
f
′low
model, i 1102i 251 1161i 172 849i 150
f
′high
model, i 1032i 75 836i 96 838i 95
f
′low
real, i 1013i 230 1089i 146 741i 124
Further exploration of the ONIOM(CAS(6,6)/STO-3G:HF/STO-3G) poten-
tial surface away from the Cs seam determined the location of an asymmetric
transition structure. While the IRC from the symmetric second order saddle
point along the mode that preserves Cs symmetry leads directly to the product,
the IRC from the asymmetric TS leads to a different, diradical species. Thus,
the spurious imaginary frequency may yield qualitatively different results when
the potential surface is investigated. Although spurious imaginary frequencies
may also occur for equilibrium structures, the consequences will only be small
errors in the energies, as reaction paths will not be affected. The bonds we cut
in maleic anhydride to obtain the model system are formally single. However,
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the carbon atoms involved are sp2 hybridised, and this bond will have some
double bond character. To investigate to what extent this affects our findings,
we performed additional calculations with the carbonyl groups substituted for
two methyl groups, thus cutting a bond between sp2 and sp3 hybridised car-
bon atoms (in the symmetric TS, the carbon-carbon bond length stretches from
1.52A˚ for the sp2-sp2 bond to 1.54A˚ for the sp2-sp3 bond). The results are
described in detail in Appendix A4.5.1. At the target level of theory, there is
a single imaginary frequency, but using ONIOM(CASSCF/STO-3G:HF/STO-
3G), we again find an additional imaginary frequency. The only difference is
that for CHD + maleic anhydride all the pseudofrequencies of the spurious mode
are real, while for the methylated system only two out of three pseudofrequen-
cies are real. Thus, the introduction of spurious imaginary frequencies is not
related to the sp2 hybridised carbon atoms connecting the ONIOM layers.
4.4 Conclusions
A method has been developed to analyse ONIOM vibrational frequencies and
their associated normal modes in terms of contributions from the individual
sub-calculations. This analysis does not increase the computational cost over a
standard ONIOM frequency calculation.
We presented two case studies involving Diels-Alder cycloadditions: maleic
anhydride and cyclohexadiene, and quinodimethane to a (5,5) SWNT. For cer-
tain ONIOM method combinations and partitions, both systems show a second
imaginary vibrational frequency when the TS is optimised in Cs symmetry. For
the cycloaddition reaction of quinodimethane and a (5,5) SWNT, the target
PES also shows the second imaginary frequency; thus, the ONIOM extrapola-
tion reproduces the target correctly at a significantly lower computational cost.
In contrast, for the cycloaddition of maleic anhydride and cyclohexadiene, the
target PES does not show the second imaginary frequency; thus, the ONIOM
extrapolation does not reproduce the target correctly. Surprisingly, when we
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analysed the individual ONIOM components of the second imaginary frequen-
cies, we only found positive curvatures in both cases.
It is interesting to observe that, for one system studied here, three sub-
calculations all with positive curvatures correctly combine to give an imaginary
frequency with ONIOM in Cs symmetry, while in the other case, three posi-
tive curvatures incorrectly give the same result. Furthermore, in the case of
the correct second imaginary frequency (quinodimethane + (5,5) SWNT), the
reaction path from the asymmetric first order TS on the ONIOM PES yields
the same product as obtained with the target PES, while in the case of the in-
correct imaginary frequency (maleic anhydride + cyclohexadiene), the reaction
path from the asymmetric first order TS on the ONIOM PES yields a product
different from that obtained with the target PES.
These two case studies demonstrate how the decomposition of ONIOM fre-
quencies presented here highlights possible method incompatibility and incor-
rect description of the substituent effect, which may not be reflected in the
corresponding reaction energetics. Although we cannot state that an imaginary
frequency resulting from components with only positive curvatures is correct or
incorrect, we can conclude that such modes should be treated with caution. In
such cases, we suggest further exploratory work to ensure that ONIOM repre-
sents the target potential surface. One can improve the low level basis set or
the level of theory until results no longer change (convergence is reached). Also,
the calculations on the model system alone (truncated system) or on the full
system at the low level of theory (truncated method) may be used to ensure
that the ONIOM results are chemically sensible. An interesting observation in
the current work is that the ONIOM energy difference between the symmetric
TS and the asymmetric TS is much larger for maleic anhydride + cyclohexa-
diene (3.9 kcal mol-1) than for quinodimethane + (5,5) SWNT (0.2 kcal mol
-1), which may indicate the extent to which the potential surface is affected and
agrees with the target.
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4.5 Appendices
4.5.1 Appendix A: Cyclohexadiene + C2H2(C(CH3)2)2O
In general, it is not recommended to partition a system through C(sp2)-C(sp2)
bonds as this has some double bond character which cannot be modelled easily
through the frontier. A non-polar C(sp3)-C(sp3) bond represents a better choice,
however, in some systems partitioning through these bonds is not possible. The
use of the Hessian deconstruction scheme may highlight if this causes a change to
the topography of the Potential Energy Surface (PES) compared to the target.
In order to demonstrate that this problem is not limited to systems partitioned
through C(sp2)-C(sp2) bonds, the Diels-Alder reaction between cyclohexadiene
and C2H2(C(CH3)2)2O is presented below (Figure A4.5.1). This changes the
partition so that it cuts through a C(sp2)-C(sp3) bond.
Figure 4.5.1: Reaction between cyclohexadiene and C2H2(C(CH3)2)2O. The
model comprises the C2H4 + C4H6 conjugated system.
Comparison between the symmetric saddle point of the target (CAS(6,6)/STO-
3G) and the ONIOM (CAS(6,6)/STO-3G:HF/STO-3G) calculations reveal that
the topography of the two surfaces is qualitatively different (Table 4.5.1). Anal-
ysis using Hessian partitioning of the problematic Mode 2 reveals that, although
the high model has negative curvature in agreement with the overall mode, the
low level calculations both have positive curvature. This constitutes a warning
as the sub-calculations disagree with each other as to the curvature of the PES,
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suggesting the ONIOM topography can change depending on the size of the
partition. In this case, as the high model does not agree with the target, it
indicates that by expanding the model region we would change the topography
of the PES. This contrasts the cyclohexadiene + maleic anhydride example in
which the sub-calculations all agree on the shape of the curvature, but the way
in which they are extrapolated results in a second imaginary mode.
Table 4.5.1: Frequencies of two lowest modes in the Diels-Alder reaction between
cyclohexadiene and C2H2(C(CH3)2)2O computed at the target (CAS(6,6)/STO-
3G) and ONIOM (CAS(6,6)/STO-3G:HF/STO-3G) levels of theory.
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A systematic comparison of different environmental effects on the vibrational
modes of the 4-hydroxybenzylidene-2,3-dimethyl-imidazolinone (HBDI) chro-
mophore using the ONIOM method allows us to model how the molecule’s
spectroscopic transitions are modified in the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP).
ONIOM(QM:MM) reduces the expense of normal mode calculations when com-
puting the majority of second derivatives only at the MM level. New devel-
opments described in Chapter 3 for the efficient solution of the CPHF equa-
tions, including contributions from electrostatic interactions with environment
charges, mean that QM model systems of 100 atoms can be embedded within a
much larger MM environment of 5000 atoms. This means that the 3N − 6 har-
monic vibrational modes of a molecule such as GFP can be computed routinely,
with electronic embedding of the chromophore. These modes, their associated
frequencies and dipole derivative vectors have been used to interpret experimen-
tal difference spectra (GFPI2-GFPA), chromophore vibrational Stark shifts, and
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changes in the difference between electronic and vibrational transition dipoles
(mode angles) in the protein environment.
5.1 Introduction
Femtosecond coherent infrared spectroscopy experiments that measure prop-
erties of the vibration-vibration couplings in molecules are emerging as pow-
erful tools to provide structural,124,125 reactive126,127 and dynamic informa-
tion.128,129 2D-IR spectroscopy128,130 and vibrational coherent spectroscopy
(VCS)131–133 measure properties of coupled vibrational oscillators, and inter-
preting the resulting spectra requires detailed knowledge of the strength, direc-
tion and coupling of transition dipole vectors.
Vibrational modes may be computed analytically, usually within the har-
monic approximation, to enable a mapping of spectroscopic signals to associ-
ated normal coordinates. Assembly and diagonalisation of the Hessian (second
derivative) matrix is required for this, and for large molecules or systems where
accurate electronic structure methods are required, this can be prohibitively
expensive computationally. One workaround is partial Hessian diagonalisation,
often using the QM region only.134–136 An alternative approach is to compute
only modes of interest through algorithms such as vibrational mode-tracking,
which has the advantage of directly incorporating low-level effects.137,138 It is
also possible to obtain normal modes from molecular dynamics simulations,
where oscillations around a minimum may be used to extract second deriva-
tives: this will include anharmonic effects, but the simulation time is required
to tend to infinity.139,140
Vacuum calculations of isolated chromophores provide a guide to aid mode
assignment for chromo-proteins. However, neglect of the protein environment
means that not all experimental features can be realistically described this
way.141,142 The structural protein environment modifies the potential energy
surface of the embedded chromophore via both mechanical and electrostatic
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effects. While mechanical coupling will increase mode delocalisation through
covalent and hydrogen bonds, the electrostatic environment results in transi-
tion dipole coupling and Stark tuning.143–147 Thus, the structural environment
of a biological chromophore will modify each of its modes differently as a result
of the dipole-dipole interactions. In addition to transition dipole coupling, vi-
brational Stark tuning results from the directional electric fields experienced by
the chromophore.
ONIOM(QM:MM) can be used to include both mechanical and electrostatic
effects in calculations, reducing the size of the QM region while treating the
remainder of the molecule with MM, so that the cost associated with assembling
the Hessian is reduced. Despite this, the dimensions of the region requiring a QM
description often remain sizeable (100+ atoms). A further complication is the
use of electronic embedding where the number of geometrical degrees of freedom
can be much larger than the number of AO basis functions. Modification of
the way in which the CPHF equations are solved, as detailed in Section 3.5,
give 20% improvement in disk, I/O and CPU time for QM systems with 100+
atoms. Further developments reduce the expense of computing frequencies with
electronic embedding substantially, such that these calculations are of the same
order of magnitude as mechanically embedded calculations. This allows full
harmonic vibrational frequency analysis of large molecules with both mechanical
and electronic embedding.
Normal mode analysis of flexible proteins gives a large number of modes
that are delocalised over the entire system, resulting in difficulties in interpreta-
tion.148 Comparison with measured experimental parameters, however, requires
a global picture of vibrational motion. Here, we present harmonic frequency cal-
culations of the entire Green Fluorescent Protein using the ONIOM scheme and
compare calculated frequency, intensity and vibrational transition mode angle
(VTMA) with experiment as follows:
 Computationally constructed difference spectra show that the experimen-
tal spectrum can be reproduced even within the harmonic approxima-
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tion, and indicate the importance of electronic embedding in correctly
describing certain vibrational modes. This has allowed direct assignment
of chromophore modes by matching the computed and experimental spec-
tra (Section 5.3.1).
 The change in chromophore mode frequency between mechanically and
electronically embedded calculations allows calculation of the vibrational
Stark shift explicitly. This has been used (Section 5.3.2) as a new tool
for analysing frequency shifts of local dielectric probes such as C=O bond
stretches in protein environments.
 Analysing mode angles (VTMAs) indicate how the vibrational normal
coordinate is modified in the protein environment. This shows that chro-
mophore modes respond to both structural and electronic perturbations
and that the coupling between the chromophore and its environment of-
ten generates several modes for the protein matching one for the isolated
chromophore (Section 5.3.3).
This chapter is organised as follows: we first give the computational details,
followed by the results showing how frequency, intensity and VTMA change as
a function of mechanical versus electronic embedding, size of ONIOM model re-
gion and protonation state. We relate the role of the protein electrostatic field
to frequency changes through the vibrational Stark effect and analyse how the
charge distribution interacts with the computed normal modes before conclud-
ing. Acronyms used in the text are defined in an Appendix A5.5.1.
5.2 Computational Details
Initial atomic coordinates were taken from the A-chain of the 1W7S.pdb GFPA
X-ray structure, including crystallographic water, determined at 1.8 resolu-
tion.149 Standard residues were protonated using PDB2PQR,150 where the pro-
tonation states of residues were determined at pH 7.8 with PROPKA.151
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The Amber Cornell 96 force-field and TIP3P water model152 was used as the
low-level MM (Molecular Mechanics) method. The chromophore which forms
autocatalytically from the cyclisation of Ser65, Tyr66 and Gly67 residues re-
quired further parameterisation: Leap (part of the AmberTools package153)
was employed to produce an AMBER library file for this residue. Stretching,
bending and torsional parameters not present in the force field were obtained
from the GAFF force-field,154 while RESP155 partial charges calculated with
HF/6-31G(d) were assigned using R.E.D. Tools.156 The protein was then opti-
mised using MM alone in Gaussian 09157 with all force field parameters defined,
and these coordinates subsequently used as the initial structure for ONIOM ge-
ometry optimisations.
The B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory was used to describe the model sys-
tem as it had previously been shown to give reasonable agreement with the
ground state vibrational spectra of the chromophore (HBDI).158 In order to
examine the effect of increasing ONIOM model size, three different-sized model
systems were selected (Figure 5.2.1). Model 1 includes the three residues com-
prising the chromophore only (Ser65, Tyr66 and Gly67), giving 38 atoms mod-
elled at the high level of theory (plus two link atoms to replace covalent bonds
to the environment). Model 2 expanded this to include the first hydrogen bond-
ing shell, namely residues His148, Arg96 and Wat223, giving 71 atoms in the
model system (including 4 link atoms). The largest model, Model 3, addition-
ally includes the chemically important proton transfer chain Glu222, Ser205 plus
hydrogen bonded Wat80, Wat245, giving 103 atoms in the model system out of
a total of 4366 atoms (including 6 link atoms). This allowed the proton transfer
network to be included at the high level of theory, so that a continuous PES
exists between anionic (I2) and neutral (A) forms of GFP. In the crystal struc-
ture from which the initial coordinates were obtained, Thr203 was found not
to hydrogen bond to the chromophore (based on donor-acceptor bond distance)
and so was not included in the model region.
Each model partition (Figure 5.2.1) was optimized using ONIOM-ME as
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Figure 5.2.1: GFPA showing the full real (left) and chromophore model (right)
systems used in the ONIOM calculations presented here. The Model 3 system
is highlighted within the real system on the left using a ball and stick represen-
tation.
implemented in Gaussian 09157 with microiterations.49 These structures were
subsequently used as the initial coordinates for electronically embedded (EE)
calculations, in which the environment was electronically coupled to the model.
Thus the steric and electronic effects of the protein environment could be studied
independently. The initial coordinates of the GFPI2
159 structure were obtained
from the electronically embedded GFPA Model 3 structure by manually trans-
ferring the hydrogen atoms along the proton wire formed by Tyr66, Wat223,
Ser205 and Glu222. This was then optimized using ME and EE schemes.
After optimisation, the nature of the critical point was determined through
normal mode analysis. This both confirmed that a minimum energy structure
had been obtained and produced the vibrational dipole derivative vectors (µ2)
of each mode for VTMA analysis.
Chromophore modes were selected by comparison with chromophore-only
calculations. This was achieved by analysing normal coordinates in internal
coordinates, where modes were selected based on large displacements along
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chromophore-only internal coordinates. For the Phenol 2 mode, for example,
this was determined to be bending of the phenol H-O-C angle. A minimum dis-
placement limit was set to reduce the number of modes to select from, until the
number of modes was less than 50. From these a mode could be selected by eye
or if required, a histogram could be used to locate clusters of important modes
from which the mode was selected. The construction of difference spectra then
provided an additional check, as this highlighted chromphore modes by can-
celling the low-level effect (Figure A5.5.1). This provided a method of rapidly
selecting modes of the correct character which was sufficient for the analysis
given here, however, other schemes have been proposed.160
Frequent reference is given in the discussion below to the extent to which a
mode is localised within the model region. This can be quantified as the fraction
of the normal mode vector belonging to atoms within the model.
Single point ONIOM calculations were carried out on the ground state min-
imum structures using TD-B3LYP as the high level theory to give the S0→S1
electronic transition dipole (µ1). This assumes that the excitation is localised
within the model region and that the inter-layer interaction is based on the
ground-state electronic structure, allowing a force-field to be used as the low
level of theory.51,52,54 Experimentally determined VTMAs (ζ) can be compared
with theoretically calculated VTMAs from the scalar product of the electronic
transition dipole µ1 and the infrared transition dipole of the vibrational normal
mode µ2:
µ1 · µ2 = |µ1‖µ2| cos ζ (5.2.1)
As well as VTMAs, normal mode analysis also gives calculated frequen-
cies and intensities for comparison with experiment. In order to account for
differences arising between theory and experiment due to the harmonic approx-
imation and finite basis set it is possible to scale the frequencies.161 In ONIOM,
however, the Hessian is constructed from two different levels of theory, so in










† − c2lowJHlowmodelJ† (5.2.2)
As it is the Hessian that is scaled rather than the eigenvalues this may
result in a different set of normal modes being obtained. A comparison of
VTMAs, frequencies and intensities of chromophore modes using both scaled
and unscaled Hessians was carried out for both the A and I2 structures with
the Model 3 partition (Figure 5.2.1), in which clow was set to 1.000
152 and chigh
was set to 0.9784.162
The effect on vibrational frequencies of the electrostatic potential resulting
from the low level charge distribution was determined from electronic embedding
calculations based on a static partial charge model. This neglects higher order
multipoles and polarisation of the environment by the chromophore, and so may
not exactly mimic the protein electronic distribution and underestimate tran-
sition dipole coupling. Despite this it gives a well-defined first approximation
that we show improves the description of the environment effect. The connec-
tion to the local electrostatic field was determined by solution of the linearised
Poisson-Boltzmann equation using the APBS software (v0.5.1) as described in
Appendix A5.5.3.2
Difference spectra were computed by taking the computed spectra of GFPA
and GFPI2 and adding Gaussian linewidths of 5 cm
-1 to each signal. The re-
sulting line-shapes were saved at 0.5 cm-1 resolution and subtracted from each
other before plotting the resulting value against frequency. Subtraction of the
two spectra means that modes which are unaffected by proton transfer cancel, so
that the difference spectrum gives an indication of chromophore modes. Despite
this, computation of the whole spectrum is required in order to match theory
with experiment, as it is not possible to know a priori the extent to which the
environment modes cancel. The new developments listed in Section 3.5 now
allow difference spectra of molecules the size of GFP to be routinely computed.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
UV/Vis spectroscopy of GFP reveals two absorbing species.163 The neutral A
state / structure of GFP corresponds to the species which absorbs at λmax =
398 nm, with protonation of the Tyr66 phenol group in the chromophore HBDI
residue. Within the proposed GFP photocycle,164,165 this A state (GFPA) cor-
responds to the global minimum on the ground state PES, and we calculate its
harmonic vibrational frequencies using a sequence of ONIOM partitions (Mod-
els 1 to 3, Figure 5.2.1) as described above. The three properties obtained from
each vibrational mode are: the frequency, which corresponds to the curvature
of the PES; intensity, which corresponds to the magnitude of the vibrational
transition dipole moment; and VTMA / mode angle, which corresponds to the
direction of the vibrational transition dipole moment.
We first determine in Section 5.3.1 how GFP frequencies and intensities
correlate with those obtained experimentally. Additional computation of the
Model 3 (M3) ground state anionic species - formed from proton transfer be-
tween nearby protein residues (GFPI2), from which recovery in the A state is
obtained experimentally in 400ps159 - allows us to construct the I2-A difference
spectrum. The electronic environmental effect on both frequency and intensity
of chromophore modes can then be determined by comparing mechanical and
electronic embedding calculations, and compared directly with experiment, en-
abling mode assignments to be made from a calculation on the full molecule. The
results we obtain agree with alternative techniques such as isotopic labelling.
The effects of the electronic environment on the frequencies of important
chromophore modes - the vibrational Stark effect (Section 5.3.2) - can also be
determined by comparing mechanical and electronic embedding calculations,
and by evaluating the electric field produced by the surrounding low-level par-
tial charge distribution directly. While these results depend upon the choice of
model partition, the correlations we obtain between frequency shifts and com-
puted fields are reliable for modes that are highly localised in the chromophore
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/ model region.
We finally discuss (Section 5.3.3) the changes in the VTMAs as a result of
the protein environment. As VTMAs are an indicator of the direction of the
vibrational transition dipole, they are sensitive to any interaction between the
chromophore and the environment that modifies the normal coordinate. The
complications of coupling to the environment are discussed here.
5.3.1 GFPI2-GFPA Difference Spectra for Chromophore
Mode Assignment
Experimentally, in order to overcome limitations such as spectral congestion and
signal to noise error, reaction pathways are studied relative to an initial state
(nuclear configuration) through difference spectra. From computations, the
GFP I2-A difference spectrum can be constructed by subtracting the computed
Model 3 A-state spectrum from that of the I2 state, using a Gaussian line width
of 5 cm-1 (Figure 5.3.1).
Figure 5.3.1 shows that these computational and experimental difference
spectra1 are in general agreement. The main difference - that highlights the
need for electronic embedding in calculations - is the location of the C=O modes
around 1700cm-1, which are 20cm-1 higher in frequency with EE than with ME.
This reveals that the C=O modes are highly sensitive to the low-level region
electrostatic field acting on the chromophore, and that neutral and anionic states
experience similar fields as their C=O modes are shifted by similar amounts.
The use of Hessian scaling (as described in the computational details, Section
5.2) has a small effect on the shape of the spectrum due to modification of
the calculated intensities: the same features are present, but shifted to lower
wavenumbers. Using 0.9784 as the high-level scaling factor resulted in an overall
30 cm-1 change in wavenumber relative to the unscaled calculation. This appears
to have suitably matched the C=O and C=C frequencies (Figure 5.3.1), while
lower frequency peaks such as Phenol (3) / P3 remain slightly shifted to higher
frequencies by up to 10 cm-1.
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The agreement between experimental and theoretical spectra demonstrates
that, not only are frequencies well reproduced, but so too are the intensities of
each mode. This can be inferred from the fact that if the mode intensities do not
cancel in the correct way, then even if the frequencies are computed correctly,
it would not be possible to reproduce the spectrum. The use of the difference
spectrum to provide mode assignments therefore means that we are not just
trying to match a particular frequency, but also the shape of the spectrum.
Based on our computational results, the experimental spectrum can be as-
signed by matching the line shape of experimental and theoretical spectra, as
shown in Table 5.3.1. The computed normal modes that lie under the peak
maxima can then be examined and the character of the modes determined. We
are thus able to connect the experimentally computed spectrum with the com-
puted normal modes of the entire protein. The assignments made in this manner
agree with previous assignments based on isotopic labelling and normal mode
calculations of vacuum HBDI.1,158,166 In this case, however, a direct mapping
of the peaks shown in Figure 5.3.1 to normal coordinates of the entire protein
(rather than just the chromophore) has been achieved.
Table 5.3.1: Assignments of the GFPA and GFPI2 state chromophore normal
mode frequencies, derived from the computed GFP I2-A difference spectra.
Mode A I2
Glu222 COOH - 1705
C=O 1681 1672
C=C 1656 1631
Phenol (1) 1593 1581
Phenol (2) 1570 -
C=N - 1539
Phenol(3) - 1493
Using computationally constructed difference spectra, therefore, we have
shown that the experimental spectrum can be reasonably reproduced even within
the harmonic approximation. An important observation is that EE is impor-
tant to describe some modes, such as the frequency of the C=O mode. We now
seek to understand this further by explicitly calculating how the frequency shift
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Figure 5.3.1: Computed GFP I2-A difference spectra obtained using mechan-
ically (ME) and electronically (EE) coupled environments using unscaled and
scaled Hessian components, compared with the time-independent experimental
difference spectrum from van Thor et al.1 Gaussian line widths of 5 cm-1 were
applied to the computed spectra. In this difference spectrum, up corresponds
to the I2 form, while down corresponds to the A form.
observed in the C=O mode corresponds to the electrostatic field in which it is
embedded.
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5.3.2 Chromophore Stark Shifts as Local Dielectric Probes
The field induced frequency shift in the chromophore modes is due to vibrational
Stark coupling of the protein environment with the models electronic structure.
Using the chromophore modes as a probe, the nature of the local electric field
they experience may be understood.
In this section we compare the field, as determined from the frequency shift
of the imidazolinone C=O bond stretch on going from mechanical to electronic
embedding, with an explicit Poisson-Boltzmann calculation of the field arising
from the low level partial charge distribution. This is done by comparing the
frequency shift with values of the field computed at the C and O atoms, and the
C=O midpoint. Our aim is to correlate the frequency shifts we observe with
computed fields, not to predict the exact field in the protein cavity. However,
we show that for delocalised modes, just knowing the field value at the bond
mid-point is not enough to predict the frequency shift, as this partly depends
on the choice of model size. Thus explicit calculation of the frequency shift
presents an alternative method for understanding how a local dielectric probe,
such as C=O, responds when embedded in the protein environment.
The chromophore wavefunction in ONIOM-ME is modified by expanding
the model region to include nearby residues (Figure 5.2.1). This is one of the
reasons that ONIOM-ME frequencies change between model sizes. The re-
sponse to charges lying outside the model region, however, is only included
when ONIOM-EE is used. The change in vibrational frequency when electronic
embedding is used, therefore, represents the electric field perturbation caused
by the surrounding low-level atoms to the wavefunction of the model region.
The magnitude of the resulting frequency shift is the vibrational Stark effect.
This depends upon the alignment of the vector defining the Stark tuning rate
with the electrostatic field.167,168 The change in the vibrational frequency of a
given mode upon the application of the field is, therefore, an indicator of the
size of the component of the field aligned with the vector defining the Stark
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tuning rate:
hc∆ν˜ = −∆µ ·E (5.3.1)
where E defines the electric field vector, ∆µ is the vector that defines the Stark
tuning rate and is the change of the frequency in wavenumbers.
Several recent studies have computed the Stark shift resulting from protein
mutation by explicit calculation of the protein electrostatic field projected along
an oscillator probe.40,169–171 Accurate prediction of Stark shifts in proteins was
shown to be complicated by a strong dependence upon conformation and the
quality of the computed electrostatic potential. To obtain quantitative agree-
ment with experiment, polarisation of the MM partial charges,172 through the
use of a charge update scheme such as MoD-QM/MM,173 as well as some form
of conformational sampling was suggested, such as molecular dynamics (MD) or
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. In this section we rationalise the shift in vibra-
tional frequency on going from mechanical to electronic embedding of the model
region by examining the local protein electrostatic environment, generated by
the low-level partial charges. We do this by focusing on the main C=O mode,
as this appears from Figure 5.3.1 to have the largest Stark shift of the selected
chromophore modes. Here, we do not attempt to compute the field exactly,
but we calculate vibrational frequencies explicitly and compare with computed
fields.
In order to calibrate the response of the C=O oscillator to an electric field
it is necessary to first determine the Stark tuning rate at the level of theory
employed. To do this we first calculate the response of a vacuum CO molecule
at B3LYP/6-31+G(d) to a field of 25.8 MV cm-1 coincident with the internuclear
axis such that the electric field vector points from O to C (CO-Z+50 in Table
5.3.2). Using this data the Stark tuning rate of this molecule is determined
to be +0.54 cm-1 (MV/cm)-1. We use the convention that positive indicates a
vector pointing from O to C. This is in line with previous studies of CO based
on single determinant methods,174 which typically give 50% greater shifts than
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those determined by multiconfigurational methods, such as CASSCF (+0.38
cm-1 (MV/cm)-1).175 As previously noted, calculations of the Stark tuning rate
in the free molecule may not be directly comparable with that in a bound
species.146
The frequency response of the C=O probe within the GFP protein environ-
ment was carried out by computing normal modes of the mechanically embedded
Model 1 system with a field of 25.8 MV cm-1 coincident with the C=O bond,
without allowing for geometry optimisation (GFP-M1-Z+50 SP in Table 5.3.2).
The change in vibrational frequency of the C=O mode was found to be +5.23
cm-1 (∆µ=-0.20 cm-1 (MV/cm)-1), showing significant sensitivity to the applied
field, especially considering the absence of any geometry relaxation.
Allowing for geometry optimisation of the entire protein in response to the
same field results in an increase in C=O bond length of 0.0084A˚(GFP-M1-Z+50
in Table 5.3.2). This response is about 5 times greater than that of the vacuum
CO molecule, and is associated with a frequency change of -54.76cm-1, suggest-
ing the Stark tuning rate of the C=O oscillator within the protein is +2.12cm-1
(MV/cm)-1. Using this value to analyse the vibrational frequency perturbation
from electronically embedding the Model 1 partition in the ONIOM calculation
(GFP-M1 in Table 5.3.2), the field component coincident with the C=O axis is
5.38 MV cm-1
Table 5.3.2: Frequency and geometry response of the CO oscillator to an electric
field perturbation in several environments: vacuum CO and within GFP Models
M1, M2 and M3 (Figure 5.2.1). Response computed using B3LYP/6-31+G(d).
Z+50 indicates a 0.005 au (25.8 MV cm-1) field applied along the CO axis
otherwise response due to environment electrostatic field as calculated from
difference between mechanical and electronic embedding. SP indicates frequency
response at field-free geometry.
System ν˜(0) (cm-1) ν˜(E) (cm-1) ν˜(E)− ν˜(0) (cm-1) ∆R(CO) (A˚)
CO-Z+50 2202.72 2188.88 -13.84 +0.0017
GFP-M1-Z+50 SP 1789.11 1794.34 +5.23 -
GFP-M1-Z+50 1789.11 1734.35 -54.76 +0.0084
GFP-M1 1789.11 1776.53 -11.42 +0.0079
GFP-M2-Z+50 1741.78 1671.39 -70.39 +0.0132
GFP-M2 1741.78 1761.03 +19.25 -0.0086
GFP-M3 1698.87 1721.19 +22.32 -0.0129
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Figure 5.3.2 shows the electrostatic potential determined from the low-level
charge distribution around the Model 1 system in the plane coincident with the
chromophore. The electric field generated is displayed as black field lines, with
the direction of the electric field vector along the C=O bond indicated by the
three red cones. This indicates that the electric field lies along the imidazolinone
C=O bond, with a component that points into the plane at the oxygen atom and
changes to point out of the plane as it moves along the C=O internuclear axis
to the carbon atom. The magnitude of this field is 3.90 MV cm-1 at the carbon
atom, 5.20 MV cm-1 at the midpoint of the C=O bond, and 6.70 MV cm-1 at
the oxygen atom, demonstrating a significant variation over a short distance.
The corresponding component of the field projected along the C=O internuclear
axis is 1.96, 4.56 and 6.30 MV cm-1 for the three positions respectively. The
value obtained from the frequency response of the C=O mode of 5.38 MV cm-1
determined previously appears, therefore, to be in good agreement with this
electrostatic model.
Figure 5.3.2 shows that two positively charged regions govern the directional-
ity of the electric field in the plane for Model 1. These result from the hydrogen
of the Arg96 residue, which hydrogen bonds to the C=O, and a hydrogen of
Wat245, which is held in place by hydrogen bonding with nearby waters and
Glu222. However, as we now show, the field changes direction if we change the
model system size.
Expansion of the model region to include the first hydrogen bonding shell
causes the observed frequency shift upon electronic embedding to change sign
and almost double in magnitude (GFP-M2 in Table 3). Arg96 is now included
within the model, such that the chromophore is already polarised by this residue
in the mechanically embedded calculation, and the low level electrostatic poten-
tial does not have the positively charged region above the C=O (shown in Figure
A5.5.2). As a result, the electric field in the plane now lies along the C=O axis
in the opposite direction, although this component of the field is quite small
and the overall direction of the field is out of the plane. The magnitude of the
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Figure 5.3.2: The electrostatic potential of the low level region around the Model
1 partition, ranging from -20 (blue) to 20 (red) kT/e calculated from solution
of the Poisson Boltzmann equation using AMBER partial charges and radii.2
Field lines indicating local directionality of the electric field are shown in black.
The red cones on C, the C=O midpoint and O indicate the direction of the
electric field vector along the C=O bond. (1 kT/e = 25.68 mV at 298K).
electric field at the three points along the C=O axis is greater than in the Model
1 partition: 14.88 MV cm-1 at the carbon, 13.75 MV cm-1 at the mid-point and
12.10 MV cm-1 at the oxygen atom. The component directed along the C=O
internuclear axis is 4.80, 1. 27 and -1.14 MV cm-1 for the three positions respec-
tively, showing that the orientation of the field has indeed switched direction,
in agreement with the vibrational response. Assuming the Stark tuning rate
of +2.12cm-1 (MV/cm)-1 is still valid for the larger model size, the expected
field component along the C=O axis from the vibrational response is 9.08 MV
cm-1. This represents an overestimation of the size of the electric field. However,
calibration of the frequency response with the Model 2 partition in the same
manner as before (GFP-M2-Z+50 in Table 5.3.2) reveals that the C=O mode
is even more sensitive to an applied external field, with a Stark tuning rate of
+2.73 cm-1 (MV/cm)-1. Using this new value, a field strength of 7.05 MV cm-1
is obtained, in closer agreement with the electrostatics calculations, although
still larger than the values at any point along the bond.
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The cause of this disagreement is that, by increasing model size to include the
Arg96 residue, coupling via the hydrogen bond to the C=O oscillation occurs.
The C=O normal coordinate is no longer highly localised to the C-O stretching
coordinate, but now involves significant NH2 bending. Measurements along the
C=O bond are no longer sufficient to understand the change in electric field
gradient along the Stark tuning vector, owing to the highly local nature of the
protein electrostatic field and delocalisation of the normal coordinate.
The developments described in Section 5.3.2 allow us to compute the fre-
quency shift of a chromophore mode in the protein field explicitly, rather than
computing the electrostatic field and trying to relate this to observed frequency
shifts. This has the advantage of not relying on the assumptions that (i) the
vector that defines the Stark tuning rate lies in any particular direction and
(ii) that the electrostatic field at any one particular point in space defines the
magnitude of E. Explicit calculation of the frequency shift can be used as a
new tool for analysis of experimental frequency shifts of local dielectric probes.
In this section we highlighted how mode delocalisation and coupling com-
plicated correlation of electrostatic field and frequency shift. We now seek to
understand and examine the nature of this coupling and how it modifies the
character of the normal coordinate by examining changes in mode angles (VT-
MAs) through a series of ONIOM partitions in the GFPA state (Figure 5.2.1).
5.3.3 GFPA Chromophore Vibrational Modes in the Pro-
tein Environment
In this section we examine how mode angle (VTMA) is affected by how the in-
teraction between low level and high level (vacuum vs. ME vs. EE) is computed
and model size (Figure 5.2.1). The mode angle is computed from the inner prod-
uct of the vibrational transition dipole (µ2) and the S0→S1 electronic transition
dipole (µ1). This can be compared to experimentally resolved VTMAs of GFP.
The VTMAs indicate the direction of the vibrational transition dipole and so
are highly sensitive to mode composition. The effect of the environment on the
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chromophore modes can thus be understood by examining changes in VTMAs
of chromophore modes.
VTMAs have been reported for several smaller systems in the literature that
we can use to benchmark the extent to which experiment and theory agree. Us-
man et al.176 compared theoretical and experimental VTMAs of the C=O mode
in various charged states of ground state HBDI using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) for
the vibrational transition dipole moments and TD-B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) for the
electronic transition dipole. Discrepancies of around 20◦ were observed for all
three systems. Zhang et al.177 analysed VTMAs of the symmetric and antisym-
metric C≡N stretches of para-julolidine malononitrile in several electronic states
with CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p). Two calculated VTMAs gave agreement within
2◦ of experiment, while another two modes were in error by 10 and 15◦. Luber
et al.178 studied VTMAs of ground state 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)-benzothiazole.
Tetrachloroethene solvent effects were included in the calculations using a con-
tinuum solvent model. Vibrational transition dipole moments were computed
using BP86/TZVP, while TD-B3LYP/TZVP was used to obtain the S0→S1
electronic transition dipole. In this case, of the four modes presented three gave
agreement within 2◦, while the remaining mode was over 20◦ away.
Table 5.3.3 shows the calculated mode angles / VTMAs for chromophore
modes identified from vacuum HBDI frequency calculations to be in the 1550-
1800 cm-1 range158 (For associated normal coordinates refer to Esposito et
al.158). Table 5.3.4 shows the frequencies in cm-1 for the same set of modes.
The Model 1 partition (Figure 5.2.1) represents the addition of the protein
environment entirely at the low level to the chromophore residue. Figure 5.3.3
indicates how the mechanically coupled environment shifts the frequencies and
VTMAs of chromophore modes. The C=O, C=C, Phenol 1 and Phenol 3 modes
show a small VTMA change (<10◦). However, Phenol 1 and Phenol 3 show a
second mode that is much more coupled to the environment with the same
frequency as the localised mode. While both Phenol 1 modes have similar
VTMA, the Phenol 3 VTMAs are very different (10◦ vs. 74◦). In Table 5.3.3
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we report data for the localised mode. The frequency of the C=O mode changes
by 18 cm-1 (Table 5.3.4) due to hydrogen bonding from the Arg96 residue, which
increases the stiffness of this vibration.
Table 5.3.3 shows that the only VTMAs that are significantly affected by
ME in the M1 calculation are the Phenol 2 and C=N modes, which change by
27◦ and 38◦ respectively from the vacuum HBDI calculation. Figure 5.3.3 shows
that as with C=C and Phenol 3, there is a localised Phenol 2 mode at 40◦ and
a less local (24%) mode at 46◦. The delocalisation into the low level is due
to coupling with a series of amide I modes that greatly affect the VTMA. The
C=N mode is even more complicated as at 1599 cm-1 there are two modes which
are 28% and 43% within the model region, while at 1585 cm-1 there is a less
intense but more localised C=N mode (77%). The two higher frequency modes
result from amide II vibrations in the backbone to which the chromophore is
attached, and so we report the lower frequency local mode in Table 5.3.3. This
has a smaller VTMA than in HBDI as it is even more localised to the C=N bond.
The resulting transition dipole moment is more aligned with the C=N bond and
the associated VTMA decreases as the C=N bond happens to be almost parallel
with the electronic transition dipole moment. Other modes that show model
character are due to the amide I and amide II modes of the backbone attached
to the chromophore.
The effect of electronic embedding is indicated in Figure 5.3.4. The C=C
mode is less localised (55%) as it couples to NH2 bends in Arg96 which causes
the appearance of a second even more delocalised (29%) C=C mode. Phenol
1 character is still present in two modes although the level of delocalisation
is similar in each (39% and 29%) such that it was not possible to single out
a particular mode and the average ζ and average distribution is given (Table
5.3.3). Similarly, three computed modes were given the Phenol 2 assignment,
as it was not possible to single out a particular mode. These had frequencies
of 1632.46, 1630.77 and 1628.78 cm-1 (Table 5.3.4) with varying degrees of en-
vironment delocalisation (21%, 29% and 31% of vector magnitude in the model
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Figure 5.3.3: Plot of mode angles (VTMAs) against frequency for computed
normal modes in the range 1550-1800 cm-1 computed using GFPA Model 1
ONIOM-ME(B3LYP/6-31+G(d):AMBER). Size of point indicates intensity and
colour indicates percentage of mode within model region. Black stars show
vacuum HBDI B3LYP/6-31G(d) modes.
region respectively) and as a result gave rise to VTMAs of 61◦, 21◦ and 8◦,
depending on the low-level residues to which they coupled. The coupling to the
environment also greatly increased the intensity of modes of this character. The
Phenol 3, C=N and C=O modes show a small change in VTMA (Table 5.3.3)
but the C=O and C=N mode change in frequency significantly more than the
other modes (Table 5.3.4).
The Phenol 2 mode in the Model 1 ONIOM-EE calculation shows that modes
of very similar frequency can have very different VTMAs depending on the
nature of the coupling to the environment. To test this, we froze part of the
protein backbone to which coupling was observed in Phenol 2 (backbone amide
II), particularly in the mode at 1630.77 cm-1. This resulted in three modes with
similar frequencies (1632.37, 1630.46 and 1628.75 cm-1) such that the average
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Figure 5.3.4: Plot of mode angles (VTMAs) against frequency for computed
normal modes in the range 1550-1800 cm-1 computed using GFPA Model 1
ONIOM-EE(B3LYP/6-31+G(d):AMBER). Size of point indicates intensity and
colour indicates percentage of mode within model region. Black stars show
vacuum HBDI B3LYP/6-31G(d) modes.
frequency was 1630.53 cm-1, ∆ν˜ = -0.14 cm-1. These were much more localised
to the model region (46%, 64%, 33%). The associated VTMAs by contrast were
very different (40.4◦, 71.9◦ and 89.2◦) with an average of 67.2◦, ∆ζ = +37.3◦.
This indicates the sensitivity of the VTMA results from environment coupling
and suggests that accidental degeneracy is the cause as the localisation of the
mode at 1630.77cm-1 increases significantly more than the other two modes.
The inter-layer coupling of normal modes is a concern for a number of rea-
sons: QM/MM methodologies assume that the property of interest is localised
well within the model and that the environment is a small perturbation of the
model region; a mechanical force-field may not model coupling between layers
correctly; and oscillators from different levels of theory that are degenerate in
the harmonic approximation may not be if higher order terms are included. In
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order to address these concerns, extra environment residues were incorporated
into the model region (Figure 5.2.1).
The VTMA of the C=O mode was found to be very sensitive to the partition
size (Table 5.3.3), changing to 30◦ in the Model 2 calculation and then back
to 79◦ in the Model 3 calculation. Large amplitude displacements in the Arg96
residue (which is now within the model region and interacts directly with the
C=O oscillator through the hydrogen bonding network) are associated with
this mode, and it appears that the phase of this oscillation relative to the C=O
stretch has a large effect on the dipole derivative, as Arg96 lies perpendicular
to the electronic dipole moment (Figure 5.3.5). The C=C mode (Table 5.3.3)
showed a significant change in mode angle between ME and EE calculations,
resulting from a similar phase effect.
This phase effect is similar to the coupling of degenerate oscillators that
results in synchronous and asynchronous modes. Unitary transformation of
these modes between each other localises them such that we obtain two modes,
one on each oscillator. For modes such as the C=O and C=C modes described
above, we appear to be at a point between these extremes, such that there exists
a mode that has mainly chromophore character, but which displays significant
coupling to another oscillator. This suggests that, where we have selected one
mode based on its chromophore character, we may have neglected contributions
from the other mode, leading to large variation between calculations.
The Phenol 1 and Phenol 7 modes were much less sensitive to partition size
(Table 5.3.3) as they were highly localised to the model region for all model
systems. Coupling through hydrogen bonds of Phenol 1 to Arg96 and His148
was found to be dependent on the hydrogen-bonding distance. For example, two
modes were assigned to Phenol 1 Model 2 ME calculations, which corresponded
to the two phases relative to the coupled Arg96 oscillation. By contrast in
the Model 2 EE calculation, the coupling to His148 was much stronger as the
hydrogen bond to this residue was 0.09 A˚shorter while the hydrogen bond to
Arg96 increased by 0.19 A˚. The Phenol 7 mode tended to couple with the His148
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Figure 5.3.5: Normal mode vectors (black) of the C=O mode calculated us-
ing ME ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31+G(d):AMBER) with Model 2 (left panel) and
Model 3 (right panel) partitions. The direction of the associated dipole deriva-
tive vector (grey) is also plotted. The phases of the chromophore C=O bond
stretch and neighbouring Arg96 H-N-H bend in each mode are plotted below
with displacement amplitudes scaled to 0.1kBT. This depends on the partition,
giving an in-phase oscillation for the Model 2 C=O mode and an out-of-phase
oscillation for the Model 3 C=O mode. The change of phase has a large effect
on calculated VTMAs: 30◦ in Model 2 and 79◦ in Model 3.
due to the hydrogen bonding interaction with the frequency being determined
by the C-O bond length (Figure A5.5.3).
The Phenol 2, C=N and Phenol 3 modes were more delocalised into the low-
level region, as is indicated by the large σ values in Table 5.3.3. This is because,
as with the Model 1 Phenol 2 mode, the region of the spectrum in which these
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modes are found is particularly congested, with extensively delocalised amide
backbone modes. An example of the environments role is seen in the Model 2
Phenol 3 mode (Table 5.3.3). In both the ME and EE calculations, two normal
modes are given this assignment. Although the environment residue to which
the oscillation couples is completely different for each embedding scheme, in
both cases the two oscillations have opposite phases. Depending on the position
of the environment residue with respect to the electronic transition dipole, the
in- and out-of-phase modes may have similar mode angle, such as in the EE
case, or very different mode angles, as in the ME case.
Using a scaled Hessian, in which clow was set to 1.000
152 and chigh was set to
0.9784,162 results in a new set of frequencies, as well as modified normal modes
in cases of delocalisation into the low level (Table 5.3.3). In the majority of
cases, the VTMAs in the Model 3 scaled Hessian calculation are similar to those
computed in the unscaled Model 3 calculation, changing by up to 10◦. The EE
Phenol 3 and Phenol 7 are the only two modes that give closer correspondence
to experiment when Hessian scaling is used. This is caused by slightly greater
low-level contributions to the vibrational mode which couple to give an in-phase
and an out-of phase mode, the average of which is closer to experiment.
Figure 7 shows the error between the calculated VTMAs and the experi-
mental values according to Table 5.3.3. All modes in HBDI were within the 20◦
error indicated by benchmarks on small systems except for Phenol 3. Adding
the mechanical and electrostatic effects from the environment causes conver-
gence of the VTMAs towards the experimental value, with the Phenol 3 error
decreasing by 10◦. Expansion of the model region to the Model 2 and Model
3 partitions does not improve the VTMAs; in fact the VTMAs are sensitive to
partition size. This is because a slight change in mode frequency changes the
environment residue to which it is coupled, and the VTMA is sensitive to this.
We comment now on the nature of the long range coupling observed in the
mode angle analysis. In the dipole-dipole approximation, the coupling constant
between two coupled oscillators scales as 1/r3 and depends on the orientations
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Figure 5.3.6: Absolute error in average VTMAs of selected chromophore modes
for HBDI calculated using B3LYP/6-31+G(d) and GFPA calculated using
ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31+G(d):AMBER) with three different partitions (M1, M2,
M3), each of which treated using mechanical embedding (ME) and electronic
embedding (EE). Results of the largest partition calculated using scaled Hessian
components (Equation 5.2.2) is also shown (SM3).
of the transition dipole vectors. If this were as a result of transition-dipole or
through-bond coupling, then it would be expected that the coupled residue, and
thus the VTMA, would be the same. However, it appears that the coupling is
due to the presence of oscillators of the same resonant frequency in the envi-
ronment, and so small changes in the fundamental frequency could significantly
alter the VTMA. A coupled protein environment introduces the full 3N − 6 di-
mensionality to the vibrational problem, resulting in a high density of oscillators
that display accidental near-degeneracy in their fundamental frequencies. This
resonance effect results in modes of mixed character, complicating the identifi-
cation and assignment of a particular normal mode. The Phenol 2 and C=N
modes seem to be particularly susceptible to this effect as their fundamental
frequencies lie in a particularly crowded region of the spectrum. A result of this
coupling is that transition dipoles for nominal chromophore modes have signifi-
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cant components normal to the chromophore plane, and so the assumption that
the transition dipoles lie in the plane of the chromophore may not be valid.
Our initial hypothesis was that we could assign a single computed chro-
mophore vibrational mode to those measured experimentally for a protein, and
that by including the chromophores environment with ONIOM we would achieve
better agreement between computation and experiment. We have seen that
coupling between the chromophore and its environment often generates several
modes for the protein matching one for the isolated chromophore: there is no
simple one to one mapping between chromophore only and chromophore in pro-
tein vibrational modes, because of mechanical and electronic coupling, and near
degeneracy mixing. For matching computed mode angles with experiment, this
proves to be a particular problem, because each of the full system modes match-
ing a particular chromophore vibration can have a very different mode angles.
In other words, a single computed vibrational mode and its mode angle cannot
be compared directly with experiment. This is due to inherent mode mixing,











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A systematic comparison of different environmental effects on the chromophore
vibrational modes using the ONIOM method has allowed us to model how spec-
troscopic transitions are modified in the Green Fluorescent Protein. ONIOM(QM
:MM) reduces the expense of normal mode calculations by computing most of the
second derivatives at the MM level. New developments for the efficient solution
of the CPHF equations, including contributions from electrostatic interactions
with environment charges, has allowed large QM blocks to be embedded within
the MM environment. This has allowed computation of the 3N − 6 vibrational
frequencies of the entire GFP protein for three different QM model sizes, both
with and without including contributions arising from electronic embedding of
the QM region. The frequencies and dipole derivative vectors obtained from
this computational analysis have been used to interpret experimental results
that derive from vibrational spectroscopy of GFP.
Using computationally constructed difference spectra, we have shown that
the experimental spectrum can be reasonably reproduced even within the har-
monic approximation. EE is important to describe some modes, such as the fre-
quency of the C=O mode. Through the comparison of computed I2-A difference
spectra with the experimental spectra, assignments have been made which sup-
port those determined using isotopic labelling and vacuum HBDI normal mode
calculations. Whilst this work has focused on I.R. spectroscopy, chiroptically-
resolved vibrational spectroscopy, such as Vibrational Circular Dichroism (VCD)
and Raman Optical Activity (ROA), are increasingly being applied to pro-
teins.179,180 When comparing computed spectra to these experiments, signals
arising from C=O modes are often discarded as the sensitivity to environment
means the sign of the signal is unreliable.181 We have demonstrated that the
ONIOM model can correct for the environment such that the C=O modes are
better described. As these modes are often the most intense, this method has
potential to dramatically improve the reliability of computed spectra and en-
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hance assignment of ROA or VCD spectra through simulation.
The change in chromophore mode frequency between mechanically and elec-
tronically embedded calculations allows us to compute the vibrational Stark
shift explicitly. This can be used as a new tool for analysis of experimental
frequency shifts of local dielectric probes. Mode delocalisation and coupling
complicates the correlation of electrostatic field and frequency shift.
Analysing mode angles (VTMAs) showed that chromophore vibrational modes
respond to both structural and electronic perturbations produced by the pro-
tein environment. The coupling between the chromophore and its environment
often generates several modes for the protein matching one for the isolated chro-
mophore. For matching computed mode angles with experiment, this proves to
be a particular problem, because each of the full system modes matching a
particular chromophore vibration can have a very different mode angle. This
is because the vibrational transition dipole vector (µ2) is highly sensitive to
the extent to which the environment couples. In other words, a single com-
puted vibrational mode and its mode angle cannot be compared directly with
experiment. This is due to inherent mode mixing, rather than inaccuracy of
the calculations. Further work is required to determine how the experimental
results may be obtained from the distribution of mode angles obtained compu-
tationally.
5.5 Appendices
5.5.1 Appendix A: Acronyms
HBDI 4-hydroxybenzylidene-2,3-dimethyl-imidazolinone
GFP Green Fluorescent Protein







µ1 S0→S1 electronic transition dipole moment
µ2 Vibrational transition dipole moment
VTMA Vibrational transition mode angle (ζ) between µ1 and µ2
E Electric field vector
∆µ Stark tuning vector
M1 Model 1 (Figure 5.2.1)
M2 Model 2 (Figure 5.2.1)
M3 Model 3 (Figure 5.2.1)
GFPA Neutral ground state of GFP
GFPI2 Anionic ground state of GFP
PES Potential Energy Surface
CPHF Coupled Perturbed Hartree-Fock
SCF Self Consistent Field
5.5.2 Appendix B: Additional Figures
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Figure 5.5.1: EE-ME difference spectrum obtained from computed spectra of
GFP A using ONIOM-EE and ONIOM-ME for three different model system
sizes and using the scaled Hessian approach.
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Figure 5.5.2: The electrostatic potential of the low level region around the Model
2 partition, ranging from -20 (blue) to 20 (red) kT/e calculated from solution
of the Poisson Boltzmann equation using AMBER partial charges and radii.2
Field lines indicating local directionality of the electric field are shown in black.
The red cones on C, the C=O midpoint and O indicate the direction of the
electric field vector along the C=O bond. (1 kT/e = 25.68 mV at 298K).
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Figure 5.5.3: Changes in the bond lengths (A˚) of the GFPA chromophore
for a hierarchy of model sizes (M1-3, Figure 5.2.1), calculated using
ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31+G(d):AMBER) in both the presence (EE) and absence
(ME) of electronic coupling between layers.
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5.5.3 Appendix C: APBS Analysis
Atomic coordinates were taken from ONIOM-ME optimized structures, while
partial charges and atomic radii were taken from the Amber force field. Atomic
charges for atoms in the ONIOM model region were set to zero. The APBS
(v0.5.1) software package was used to compute the electrostatic potential. A
protein dielectric of 2.00 and solvent dielectric of 78.52 were used, at a tem-
perature of 298 K. A 177 point grid lattice was constructed centred on the
imidazolinone C=O midpoint at a resolution of 2.98 grid points per A˚. The
electric field gradient was then computed by numerical differentiation of the
electrostatic potential and electric field vectors at the carbon, midpoint and




Controlling Access to the
S1/S0 Seam in PYP
The Potential Energy Surface (PES) topology of the photoreceptor Photoactive
Yellow Protein (PYP) has been studied using the ONIOM method in order
to determine barriers to isomerisation of the chromophore in its native envi-
ronment. The inclusion of electrostatic effects is shown to enable access to the
S0/S1 crossing seam directly from the Franck-Condon geometry, resulting in the
observed trans-cis isomerisation response of PYP. By contrast mechanical effects
are found to increase the barrier to the competing pathway that regenerates the
trans form. CASSCF is used to describe the chromophore p-coumaric methyl
thio ester while the remainder of the protein is modelled using the AMBER force
field. The chromophore wavefunction is optimised both in the presence and ab-
sence of the electronic field generated by the protein environment, revealing its
role in determining the photochemistry of PYP.
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6.1 Introduction
Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP), which is responsible for the negative pho-
toaxis of the halophytic phototropic bacterium, Halorhodospira halophila182
has been studied extensively, both experimentally and theoretically.183–199 On
absorption of blue light the chromophore, p-coumaric thio ester, undergoes a
double bond trans-to-cis isomerisation. The twisted geometry is believed to
be located close to the S0/S1 crossing seam, allowing rapid radiationless decay
down to the S0 minimum. In wild-type PYP, the role of the protein environment
is essential since single bond isomerisation is found to be the primary role of
decay in studies of the chromophore, either in vacuum or in solution.192,200–205
Studies of the role of the protein cavity in determining photoactivity of PYP
have revealed the importance of charged residues in the environment and the
hydrogen bonding network around the chromophore. In particular, the role of
Arg52 has been demonstrated to enhance the isomerisation pathway.201,206–210
There is significant debate about the presence and potential role of low barrier
hydrogen bonds (LBHB) in controlling the isomerisation pathway.211–217
QM/MM MD studies are particularly suited to large bio-molecules owing to
the difficulties in finding well-defined minima and critical points on the Potential
Energy Surface (PES) because of the system size and the presence of multiple
low energy conformational minima. Despite these advantages, the cost of dy-
namics often limits studies to a relatively low level of theory in the QM region.
This has two consequences: firstly, it may prevent the use of a suitable method
for describing the system; and secondly, it precludes the use of an increasingly
accurate hierarchy of computational methods to demonstrate convergence of
calculated properties. By optimising critical points and determining reaction
paths from analytical gradient calculations, ONIOM provides a potential hier-
archical step between calculations on the isolated chromophore and QM/MM
dynamics calculations. In this chapter we will show that the essential chemical
effect of the protein environment in PYP is already present in the static picture
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obtained by ONIOM calculations.
Calculations on the isolated chromophore in vacuum have been useful in
determining the intrinsic relaxation pathways as this model allows the level of
theory to be increased systematically.195,196 Despite this direct experimental
data with which to compare is difficult to obtain and the effect of the protein
environment is completely absent. The inclusion of the protein environment has
enabled vertical excitation energies of PYP and mutant derivatives to be ob-
tained in agreement with experiment.189,190,218–221 The excited state geometry
optimisation, however, remains a challenge which has been attempted through
either supermolecular models (i.e. the chromophore with several surrounding
protein residues)197 or QM/MM MD calculations.192–194 ONIOM has previ-
ously been used by Yamada et al.199 to calculate reaction pathways from the
Franck-Condon (FC) geometry using CAS(2,2)/6-31G in the model, albeit ne-
glecting electronic polarisation by the protein environment. This appeared to
support the findings of QM/MM MD simulations that found the protein envi-
ronment was responsible for favouring double bond isomerisation in the chro-
mophore, although optimisation led to an intermediate structure that did not
correspond to the S1/S0 seam. We further develop the use of ONIOM by lo-
cating critical points and other features of the S1 surface in order to attempt
to verify results from QM/MM MD simulations with a higher level of theory
in the model region. The inclusion of protein electrostatic interactions is ob-
served to play a crucial role in enabling rapid unhindered access to electronically
degenerate regions of the PES.
Whilst a number of highly accurate ab initio methods exist for the study
of excited states, the computational method used for the model region must be
computationally tractable for a model the size of p-coumaric methyl thio ester.
The use of time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) and equation-
of-motion coupled cluster (EOM-CC) is often sufficient for the calculation of
vertical excitation energies, however, these methods provide a single-reference
description of the chromophore, and so may not adequately describe the effects
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of static correlation. These include the electronic reorganisation and state mix-
ing expected in relaxation pathways away from the FC region towards regions of
electronic degeneracy. Furthermore TD-DFT is known to give a poor description
of extended pi systems, doubly excited states, triplet excitation, charge transfer
states and conical intersections.222–227 The CASSCF wavefunction is able to de-
scribe all these features sufficiently and is therefore, the most suitable method
for examining the excited state surface of p-coumaric methyl thio ester within
the protein environment. Despite this, truncation of the active space means
that dynamic correlation, which is required to obtain a quantitative description
of barrier heights and excitation energies, is not fully recovered.
In this chapter the computational details are outlined followed by a discus-
sion of the structures located on the S1 surface, their proximity to the S1/S0
seam and the pathways connecting them. A simple valence bond interpreta-
tion of the conical intersection structure in p-coumaric acid is introduced which
allows interpretation of the CASSCF wavefunction in terms of the interaction
between atom-centred pi orbitals. This shows how the S1 surface is of covalent
type, such that the access to the intersection seam proceeds via a hula twisted
structure connecting the two twisted minima via a coordinate of the branching
space in the mechanically embedded system. In contrast the electronic pertur-
bation polarises the model such that S1 state is ionic, allowing isomerisation to
proceed via a one bond flip mechanism. This provides strong evidence that the
electronic protein environment is responsible for the observed initial response of
PYP.
6.2 Computational Details
Initial coordinates for ONIOM calculations were taken from a crystal struc-
ture obtained by x-ray diffraction at a resolution of 0.82 A˚(PDB:1NWZ).228
PROPKA was used to optimise the hydrogen bonding network and protonate
side-chains using local pKa values at pH 7.0.
151 The AMBER 96 forcefield was
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selected as the low level method alongside the TIP3P water model.152 Only the
chromophore residue, formed from residues Cys69, Thr50 and Phe62 required
parameterisation in order to carry out an initial AMBER optimisation, although
these missing terms all cancel in the ONIOM calculation. Leap153 was used to
create an AMBER library file for this. Stretches, bends and torsions not already
present in the forcefield were taken from the GAFF forcefield.154 RESP155 par-
tial charges were computed from a HF/6-31G(d) wavefunction using R.E.D.
Tools.156 The full structure was optimised using molecular mechanics in Gaus-
sian 09157 with all parameters defined. The output coordinates were then used
as the initial structure of ONIOM calculations (Figure 6.2.1, Panel A). The
model region was chosen to include the three residues which made up the chro-
mophore (Cys69, Thr50, Phe62), truncated so that the model system comprised
of the deprotonated p-coumaric methyl thio-ester (Figure 6.2.1, Panel B).
The model region was studied in three different environments; vacuum,
ONIOM-ME and ONIOM-EE. Calculations were run using 2SA-CAS(12,11)/6-
31G(d) with equal weights given to S1 and S0 states. The active space of
12 electrons in 11 orbitals consisted of the entire pi orbital space of the chro-
mophore, excluding those of the sulphur. Stationary points corresponding to the
S0 minimum, S1 minimum, S1 single bond twisted minimum, S1 double bond
twisted minimum, S0/S1 minimum energy conical intersections, and the transi-
tion structures between them were computed. Vertical and adiabatic excitation
energies are reported. Microiterations49 were used to optimise all structures.
Minimum energy pathways were computed by optimisation with very small step
size (0.05 ao) and, where possible, using a quadratic step in the macroiterations.
Where the path was computed from a transition structure, the starting point
was obtained by changing the relevant dihedral by a small amount either side
of the transition structure.
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Figure 6.2.1: Panel A: Residues Cys69, Thr50 and Phe62 (ball and stick) in
the protein environment. Panel B: model system used in ONIOM calculations,
deprotonated thio p-coumaric acid
6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Stationary Structures on the S1 surface
Studies on the vacuum excitations of deprotonated p-coumaric methyl thio-ester
have demonstrated the existence of several stationary points on the S1 surface.
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This electronic state corresponds to a pi → pi∗ transition and is characterised by
significant charge rearrangement between the alkene and phenol moieties with
nuclear distortions. Counter ions from nearby residues in the protein environ-
ment are able to stabilise these structures to differing extents, controlling the
isomerisation pathway. This structure has previously been studied in vacuum
at CC2/cc-pVDZ and CASSCF(12,11)/6-31G(d) levels of theories by Gromov
et al.195 and Boggio-Pasqua et al.205 respectively. It should be noted that ex-
cited states of the anionic p-coumaric methyl thio-ester are stable with respect
to electron detachment in vacuum, however, diffuse functions are required to
model this. By contrast the use of diffuse functions in modelling the pi → pi∗
state has a small effect, reducing the vertical excitation energy by around 0.2 eV.
As the protein environment is found to increase the ionisation potential signifi-
cantly, the relevant comparison is between the pi → pi∗ state of the chromophore
in vacuum and in the protein environment. Diffuse functions are therefore not
included in the calculations presented in this study.
The three minimum energy structures on the vacuum S1 surface are: the pla-
nar Cs minimum (S1-PLN), that results from skeletal relaxation of the Franck-
Condon structure (S1-FC); the single bond twisted structure (S1-SB), which
is twisted by 90◦ around the α dihedral (Figure 6.2.1B); and the double bond
twisted structure (S1-DB), which is twisted by 90◦ around the β dihedral (Ta-
ble 6.3.2). Relaxation from the S1-FC structure to the S1-PLN structures in-
volves changes in the bond alternation pattern, with an increase in the C7-C8
(∆R=0.05A˚) and C6-C7 (∆R=0.04A˚) bonds. Subsequent twisting around α
from the S1-PLN is effectively barrierless, with no change in energy up to an
α dihedral angle of 146.9◦, after which the SB-MIN structure is obtained 8.3
kcal mol-1 lower in energy than S1-PLN (Table 6.3.1). The energy barrier to
the S1-DB structure is 3.5 kcal mol- 1 with a β dihedral angle at the DB-TS
structure of 127.4◦. The DB-MIN structure obtained from twisting around the
double bond is lower in energy than S1-PLN by 4.3 kcal mol-1. These findings
illustrate how in vacuum the p-coumaric methyl thio ester has a propensity to
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isomerise around the single bond. This is not the observed behaviour in the
protein environment, where excitation leads to trans-cis isomerisation around
the double bond.
Table 6.3.1: Vertical (∆Evert) and adiabatic (∆Eadbt) excitation energies (kcal
mol-1), and vertical energy difference (∆ES1−S0) of the p-coumaric methyl thio
ester anion chromophore in gas phase and the protein environment, the latter
with either mechanical or electronic embedding.
Gas Phase ONIOM-ME ONIOM-EE
∆Evert 80.1 79.1 95.3
∆Eplanadbt 79.1 78.1 −
∆Esb-minadbt 70.8 80.5 −
∆Edb-minadbt 74.8 53.5 −
∆Esb-tsadbt 79.1 81.5 −
∆Edb-tsadbt 82.6 78.5 −
∆ECIadbt 85.2 69.3 73.3
∆EplanS1−S0 73.2 67.1 −
∆Esb-minS1−S0 35.7 36.6 −
∆Edb-minS1−S0 28.8 30.2 −
The ONIOM-ME vertical excitation energy is very close to that in the gas
phase, indicating that the steric effect of the protein alone does not significantly
alter the conformation of the chromophore. This is despite the fact that in
the protein structure, the chromophore is twisted around the double bond by
170.0◦. This feature is present in both the crystal structure as well as the S0
optimised ONIOM structure. In ONIOM-EE the S0 minimum energy structure
has even greater torsion around β than ONIOM-ME (+2.8◦), however, this is
also accompanied by +5.4◦ increase in torsion around α . The vertical excitation
energy in ONIOM-EE is 95.3 kcal mol-1, ∼15 kcal mol-1 higher than in the
gas phase or with ONIOM-ME. The steric effect of the protein environment
therefore, has a much smaller effect compared to the inclusion of the protein
electrostatic effect on both the ground state minimum energy structure and the
associated vertical excitation.
Optimisation from S1-FC to S1-PLN (note that the S1-PLN label is derived
from the gas-phase geometry, the chromophore may not actually be planar in the
protein environment) relaxes the protein by 1.0 kcal mol-1 in ONIOM-ME. This
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is the same as in vacuum and is consistent with the excitation being localised
within the model region. Increased distortion from planar occurs on relaxation
in both the double bond (+8.4◦) and the single bond (+0.4◦) although relax-
ation on S1 clearly favours torsion around β to a greater extent. The fact the
S1-PLN minimum is even further twisted around these coordinates than the
S1-FC structure suggests that the protein environment favours the reaction co-
ordinate. No S1-PLN structure was located in electronic embedding. Instead
twisting around the double bond was observed to be downhill, leading directly
to isomerisation around the β dihedral.
The two twisted minima (S1-DB & S1-SB) in the gas phase are also present
on the ONIOM-ME surface. The barrier to the S1-DB structure is smaller than
in the gas phase at only 0.4 kcal mol-1, a reduction of 3.3 kcal mol-1. The double
bond dihedral angle at the transition state (132◦) is similar in ONIOM-ME to
that in the vacuum. The reduction in activation energy results therefore, from
the way that the chromophore is predisposed by the protein environment to
be twisted along this coordinate. The minimum associated with the β path-
way lies 24.6 kcal mol-1 lower in energy than S1-PLN, a large increase in the
relaxation energy along this pathway relative to the vacuum (-9.9 kcal mol-1).
Initial relaxation from the TS reduces the energy by 4.7 kcal mol-1, at which
point the β torsion is 102.8◦. Thus at this point the chromophore geometry
is very close to its geometry in the S1-DB structure and the remaining energy
difference results from relaxation of the protein environment. These findings
indicate that, by forcing the S1-FC and S1-MIN structures to adopt slightly
twisted conformations, the steric environment of the protein effectively reduces
the barrier to β twisting. Once this barrier has been crossed, changes in the
protein environment further stabilise the S1-DB structure.
The α pathway by contrast, which in the gas phase was shown to be barri-
erless, adopts a higher barrier in ONIOM-ME (3.4 kcal mol-1). The transition
state along this path has an α torsion of 122.1◦, which is 24.8◦ closer to the
S1-SB structure than in the gas phase. Thus the mechanical protein role is
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to destabilise the α pathway and shift the transition state to be more product
like such that a late TS is observed. In fact the curvature along the transition
state vector is found to be very small such that, in order to optimise the TS, the
constraints for the maximum and RMS displacement criteria were relaxed by an
order of magnitude, relative to those used for other structures (1.8× 10−3 and
1.2×103 respectively). Attempts to follow the reaction path from the transition
structure to the S1-SB minimum were unsuccessful using the 2SA-CAS model.
The cause of this is not clear, however, at this geometry the T1 state was found
to be very close in energy to the S1 state (-4.0 kcal mol
-1). Optimisation with
a 3SA-CAS model including the triplet state led to the S1-SB minimum. The
values reported in tables 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 are from a 2SA-CAS calculation at the
3SA-CAS optimised geometry. This shows that the steric effect of protein en-
vironment destabilises the S1-SB structure relative to the S1-PLN structure by
forcing torsion around the α dihedral where some β torsion is already present.
Table 6.3.2: Optimised α and β dihedral angles in the p-coumaric methyl thio
ester chromophore computed for the gas phase and in the protein environment,
the latter with either mechanical or electronic embedding.
Gas Phase ONIOM-ME ONIOM-EE
α β α β α β
S1-FC 180.0 180.0 178.7 170.0 173.3 167.2
S1-PLN 180.0 180.0 178.3 161.6 − −
S1-SB −89.9 180.0 113.5 167.6 − −
S1-DB 174.1 95.2 178.0 101.4 − −
SB-TS 146.9 178.2 122.1 169.9 − −
DB-TS 7.7 127.4 −174.4 132.2 − −
S0/S1-CI 91.2 95.3 −99.3 −93.3 175.5 104.6
Where the S1-PLN structures have been located in vacuum and ONIOM-
ME, the energy gap between S0 and S1 remains large at around 70 kcal mol
-1
(Table 6.3.1). In vacuum the energy gap at the twisted minima are reduced to
35.7 kcal mol-1 at S1-SB and 38.8 kcal mol-1 at S1-DB. The minimum energy
S1/S0 conical intersection corresponds to a double twisted structure with the α
dihedral at 91.2◦ and the β dihedral at 95.3◦ (for rationalisation of this structure
see Section 6.3.2). Thus, going from one of the twisted minima structure and
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twisting around the other dihedral reduces the S0/S1 energy gap. Going from
S1-DB to the MECI increases the S1 energy by 2.6 kcal mol
-1, while from S1-SB
the barrier is 6.1 kcal mol-1. This suggests that, while formation of the S1-DB
structure is less favoured than the S1-SB structure, the likelihood of accessing
the crossing seam is greater from S1-DB.
As with the S1-PLN structure, the steric effect of the protein (indicated by
ONIOM-ME results) has a small influence on the S1-S0 energy gap at the S1-
SB minimum, which is 36.6 kcal mol-1 (+0.9 kcal mol-1). Similarly, the S1-DB
structure has an energy gap of 30.2 kcal mol-1, which is +1.4 kcal mol-1 larger
than the vacuum structure. The conical intersection lies 15.8 kcal mol-1 above
the S1-DB minimum, while the S1-SB minimum is 11.2 kcal mol-1 above the CI.
The difference between ONIOM-ME and vacuum results from the environment
stabilising β twisted structures over α twisted structures.
In contrast to the other two environments, the S1-PLN structure appears
to be absent on the ONIOM-EE potential surface. Instead optimisation from
the S1-FC structure resulted in direct access to the crossing seam. Figure 6.3.1
shows the reaction path from S1-FC. This shows that initial torsion mainly
occurs around β, reaching a point at which the PES becomes very flat between
160◦ and 145◦. Up to this point, the α dihedral oscillates around its initial value
(173.3◦) by ±2◦. When the β dihedral is 147◦, the α torsion begins to distort
significantly away from planar to 165◦, before reversing direction and moving
back to 178◦. This is associated with an energy change of -11.6 kcal mol-1 and
a linear change in the β dihedral of -39◦. The significant twisting of the α
coordinate along the reaction path shows that motion along the two dihedral
coordinates is not completely independent. Even though twisting around α is
disfavoured in the protein environment, it is involved in the reaction path. The
electronic effect changes the protein geometry so that increased torsion at the
starting point means there is a smaller barrier to overcome.
At the seam the α torsion was 175.5◦, while the β torsion was 104.6◦, ob-


































Figure 6.3.1: Reaction path from S1-FC to the S1/S0 crossing seam as a function
of the α and β dihedral angles. The S0 surface is plotted in red and the S1 surface
is plotted in blue.
similar to the S1-DB structures located in the other environments, however, the
S1/S0 energy gap has been reduced by the electronic effect of the protein envi-
ronment by around 30 kcal mol-1. The fact that a structure very close to the
S1-DB minimum has been located within the intersection seam suggests that
a peaked crossing has been located. For the other environments, however, the
location of the S1-DB minimum with a significant S1/S0 energy gap suggests
that in these systems the crossing is sloped (vida infra). Thus the electronic
environment not only affects access to the seam, but also alters the nature of
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the intersection encountered at the seam (sloped vs. peaked). The protein envi-
ronment is therefore able to modify photochemical reactivity so as to enhance
trans-cis isomerisation.
6.3.2 S1/S0 Minimum Energy Crossing Points
The position of the crossing seam relative to the twisted S1 minima is important
for determining the isomerisation pathway of the chromophore. The form of
the S1/S0 minimum energy crossing point structure (S1/S0-MECI), as well as
the form of the vectors x and y (equation 2.4.3), can be rationalised using a
valence bond approach. While the entire pi manifold is too large to provide
tractable analysis by this approach (consisting of 132 Rumer functions), the
subset comprising of three electrons in three pi orbitals located at the C6, C7
and C8 positions can be used to provide sufficient understanding of the relation
of the S1/S0-MECI structure to minima on the S1 surface. A similar 3e in
3o approach has been shown by Zuev et al. to give a qualitatively correct
analysis of the transition dipole moment using a Hu¨ckel model,220 where this
approximation was deemed valid due to near perfect resonance between the two
oxygen atoms. Despite the approximation, the features of the S1/S0-MECI,
including the gradient different and interstate coupling, are found to be in good
agreement with MCSCF calculations.
Figure 6.3.2: Valence bond structures (Rumer functions) for three electrons in
three orbitals
Using a valence bond approach, the 3e/3o system can be described using
the three valence bond structures shown in figure 6.3.2. In this depiction state
C is linearly dependent on states A and B, thus the S0 and S1 wavefunctions
can be described using C = A+ B and C ′ = A− B. It is a requirement, how-
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ever, that the S0 and S1 wavefunctions are orthogonal, which is not the case
in this basis. Thus in order to determine the orthogonal component of C, it is
necessary to construct it using spin functions that have been Schmidt orthog-
onalised. We therefore obtain C” = 1√
3
(A − B) as the orthogonal component
of C. The branching space can now be defined in terms of the two orthogo-
nal states C and C”; the grad of the energy difference between the two states
∇∆H = ∇(HC,C − HC”,C”) defines the the gradient difference, while the in-
terstate coupling is determined from the off-diagonal matrix elements HC,C”.
Taking the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian to be as defined by Vanni et
al.,229 the following formulae are obtained:
x = ∇∆H = −5
3






The form of the exchange integralsKij can be approximated asKij ∝ exp(−bRij),
whereRij defines the distance between centres i and j. The derivative dKij/dRij ∝
exp(−bRij), so that x = ∇(∆H) = ∆H. The condition for a conical intersec-
tion is that equations 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 are equal to zero, which by inspection gives
the requirement that the exchange integrals Kij are equal in magnitude:
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K12 = K13 = K23 (6.3.3)
Where the orbitals are S-type, equation 6.3.3 leads to the equilateral triangle
arrangement such as that found in H3. In the case of pi orbitals however, as
recently discussed by Serrano-Pe´rez et al.,231 the exchange integral is not only
dependent on the distance Rij , but also on the relative orientation of the two
orbitals. Thus in the three electron in three pi orbital system, equation 6.3.3 is
satisfied by twisting the two terminal orbitals relative to the central orbital, so
that the interaction between the two terminal orbitals increases while interac-
tions with the central orbital decreases. In the deprotonated p-coumaric methyl
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thio-ester the two pi orbitals located in the C6 and C8 positions are effectively
fixed relative to the carbonyl and phenol ring groups respectively. The valence
bond structures in figure 6.3.2 thus correspond to the (a) single-bond twisted
structure, (b) the double bond twisted structure and (c) the hula twisted struc-
ture. The predicted conical geometry therefore, is the hula-twisted structure in
which the α and β dihedrals are both close to 90◦. This is in good agreement
with the structure computed using CAS(12,11)/6-31G(d), which gives a β angle
of 95.4◦ and an α angle of 91.2◦.
Figure 6.3.3: Potential energy surface in the branching space indicating the
vectors defining the gradient difference x and the interstate coupling y as derived
from equations 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.
The branching space vectors that lift the degeneracy can be computed di-
rectly from equations 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 and are shown in figure 6.3.3. The gradient
difference vector favours one state over the other, breaking the degeneracy while
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maintaing the symmetry of the system along one axis by increasing or decreasing
the interaction between the terminal pi orbitals. The interstate coupling vector
lifts the degeneracy by mixing the two states, breaking symmetry and causing
localisation of the pi bond in either the C6-C7 bond or the C7-C8 bond. Figure
6.3.4 shows the branching space coordinates computed using CAS(12,11)/6-
31G(d). The three central atoms which define the valence bond description are
rendered using ball and stick. The gradient difference mode shows good corre-
spondence with the valence bond model discussed above, owing to its localisation
in the central region of the molecule. The motion of the two atoms C13 and C4,
on either side of the central region, is seen to be correlated through covalent in-
teraction, giving the molecular vibration a puckering ’W’ motif. This agreement
is seen in the interstate coupling vector also, where a bond alternation pattern
is produced across the C13-C8-C7-C6-C4 bonds. Across the central region this
corresponds to localisation into either the C8-C7 or C6-C7 bond, as predicted
by the valence bond approach. The relaxation pathway proceeds therefore via
a hula-twisted (HT) pathway.
In the vacuum and ONIOM-ME models, the torsion around either dihedral
leaves an S1/S0 energy gap of around 30 kcal mol
-1. The MECI structure lies
several kcal mol-1 above these minima and so, in order to transition to the
crossing seam, the system has to increase in energy. The consequence of this
is that it suggests that the intersection at this point is sloped and transition
through this crossing would result in the regeneration of the trans isomer. In
the ONIOM-EE model the crossing seam is accessed directly from the Franck-
Condon geometry and so this suggests a peaked crossing. The electronic effect of
the protein is therefore to facilitate a one-bond-flip (OBF) isomerisation mech-
anism by modifying the shape of the intersection seam. Using the 3e/3o VB
model the β twisted structure in the ONIOM-EE S1/S0 intersection is a coor-
dinate within the branching space, along the interstate coupling vector. Within
the 3e/3o VB model, distortion of the double twisted structure to either of the
localised forms along the interstate coupling vector should lift the degeneracy.
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Figure 6.3.4: Branching space vectors computed at CAS(12,11)/6-31G(d). Top
panel shows the gradient difference x. Bottom panel shows the interstate cou-
pling y. Ball and stick rendered atoms correspond to the centres defining the
valence bond description.
In ONIOM-EE this is clearly not the case and this is a consequence of the elec-
tronic environment stabilising the charge transfer (CT) state over the locally
excited (LE) state over the entire reaction coordinate. This removes the tran-
sition state to bond isomerisation, which is a consequence of an S2/S1 avoided
crossing, and leads to an alternative crossing between the ground and S1 state
involving a OBF mechanism. Thus we have shown that the electronic effect
is to polarise the system in a manner analogous to butadiene vs. protonated
schiff base (PSB)232 and that this is responsible for the trans-cis isomerisation
pathway observed in PYP, rather than changes in hydrogen bonding or steric
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effects which are already present in the ONIOM-ME model. In this study we did
not explicitly search for the crossing with ONIOM-EE but located it through
geometry optimisation. Work is currently underway to develop methods for the
computation of crossing searches within the ONIOM-EE model such that the
branching space vectors can be examined.
6.4 Conclusions
We have shown the important role of the protein environment in: controlling
the height of barriers and so modulating the isomerisation coordinate; con-
trolling the position of the S1/S0 intersection seam and access to it from the
Franck-Condon structure; and the shape of the intersection encountered at the
intersection seam.
The mechanical effect of the environment is found to increase the barrier to
α isomerisation from barrierless in the gas phase to 3.4 kcal mol-1 in the protein.
The β isomerisation pathway is simultaneously stabilised by the way in which
the protein environment predisposes the β torsion to be slightly twisted along
the reaction coordinate, and the way in which the protein environment can relax
to increase the stability of the chromophore as it proceeds along the reaction
coordinate. These effects mean the mechanical environment alone can explain
changes in the isomerisation preference of the chromophore in the protein versus
in the gas phase.
The electronic effect of the environment is to stabilise the β torsion to an
even greater extent than in the mechanically embedded environment, such that
direct β isomerisation is observed from the Franck-Condon structure. Whereas
in the mechanical environment this S1-DB structure is found to lie 30.2 kcal
mol-1 above the ground state, the electronic polarisation causes this structure
to lie in the intersection seam. The electronic environment therefore, not only
modulates barrier heights, but also allows direct access to the S1/S0 intersec-
tion seam. The seam in vacuum or mechanically embedded environments lies
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several kcal mol-1 above the twisted minima and is sloped such that access to it
results in reformation of the trans isomer on the ground state. However, in the
electronically coupled environment the intersection is peaked and the ground
state may be recovered as either trans or cis. This suggests the electronic envi-
ronment is responsible for the observed β isomerisation in the initial photocycle
of PYP.
We have shown that the minimum energy conical intersection geometry can
be explained by resorting to a simple 3 electron in 3 pi orbitals valence bond
model. Calculations of the branching space vectors and occupation of the lo-
calised bond orbitals derived from the CASSCF wavefunction supports the pre-
dictions made by the model. This allows us to understand how the relative
positions of the twisted minima on the S1 surface relate to the minimum energy
conical intersection and show that transformation of one twisted structure in





In this thesis we have demonstrated the role that complex environments play
in modifying the Potential Energy Surfaces of molecules. The initial hypothesis
given in Chapter 1 stated that, as the magnitude of the environment effect is
dependent on geometry, explicit inclusion of the environment is necessary to
fully understand spectroscopy and reactivity. This idea is not novel; the use of
truncated systems are in general the result of pragmatic computational consid-
erations, rather we have presented two new developments that enable the PES
of large molecules to be characterised using normal mode analysis. These have
made use of the ONIOM framework to study the environment effect in modifying
vibrational spectroscopy and reactivity in systems to which standard methods
of computation are not amenable. Where ONIOM(QM:MM) has been applied,
it has been possible to analyse the environment role in terms of electronic and
steric components.
The first development reduces the cost of assembling the second derivatives
in ONIOM(QM:MM) calculations. ONIOM(QM:MM) reduces the cost associ-
ated with construction of the Hessian matrix by allowing the low-level matrix
elements to be computed with cost effective MM methods. Despite this the size
of the QM region may still be significant in order to contain the chemically rel-
evant parts of the molecule, as illustrated in the case of the Green Fluorescent
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Protein where a model system of 103 atoms was required in order to incorpo-
rate the proton transfer network. The cost associated with computing second
derivatives of such a system means that even within the mechanically embed-
ded formalism such calculations are significant in terms of time and resources.
Rearrangement of density derivative terms in the second order expansion of the
energy expression discussed in Chapter 3 result in a 20% saving in disk I/O and
CPU time.
In order to account for the electronic properties of the environment within
normal mode analysis further consideration has to be given to the fact the QM
region is no longer invariant to nuclear displacements in the low level region.
Taking advantage of the invariance of the AO basis to nuclear perturbation
of an MM atom and carrying out evaluation in the reduced space, the second
derivative terms may be assembled in such a manner that normal mode analysis
in the electronically embedded ONIOM scheme is only slightly more costly than
mechanically embedded calculations (same order of magnitude).
This development has allowed a systematic comparison of different envi-
ronmental effects on the chromophore vibrational modes using ONIOM in the
Green Fluorescent Protein (Chapter 5). Computation of the 3N − 6 vibra-
tional frequencies of the entire GFP protein for three different QM model sizes,
both with and without including contributions arising from electronic embed-
ding of the QM region, have illustrated the role of mechanical and electronic
effects on modifying vacuum chromophore modes. This work has shown that
the ONIOM(QM:MM) frequency analysis can be used to reproduce experimen-
tal spectra. The role of electronic embedding is shown to be important for
reproducing the behaviour of C=O modes.
The direction of the vibrational transition dipole vector (µ2) was found to
be highly sensitive to the extent to which the environment coupled. Where
coupling occurred to extensive amide backbone vibrations, the chromophore
contribution to the direction of the transition dipole could be negligible. Fur-
thermore, coupling could result in phase behaviour between oscillators, which
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could also modify the transition dipole direction significantly. It has been shown
that within a small frequency range, on the order of experimental resolution,
many transitions with very different VTMAs (ζ) are present. Further work is
required to resolve the experimental data in terms of this distribution.
The frequencies and transition dipole magnitude, which defines the inten-
sity, were in contrast shown to be well reproduced in the ONIOM model. This
enabled a computed difference spectrum to be obtained in good agreement with
experiment. Similarly the effect of the protein electrostatic field on the vibra-
tional frequency could be rationalised in terms of the the vibrational Stark effect.
The developments that enable large scale frequency calculations on biomolecules
have been identified as a tool to study the role of the electronic environment in
modifying vacuum reactivity.
The second development introduces a method for analysis of ONIOM vibra-
tional frequencies and their associated normal modes in terms of contributions
from the individual sub-calculations. This work has developed a new analysis to
ensure that the results obtained from ONIOM calculations are not sensitive to
the chosen partition size or method combination. In Chapter 4 we illustrate the
manner in which ONIOM may be used to combine two levels of theory that have
qualitatively different shaped PESs. In these circumstances, the shape of the
overall ONIOM PES may be sensitive to user choices in setting up the ONIOM
calculations. The analysis does not increase the computational cost over a stan-
dard ONIOM frequency calculation and allows an understanding of how the
different levels of theory combine to produce a single PES. Disagreement be-
tween sub-calculations indicates further testing should be carried out to ensure
convergence to the target calculation. Test calculations were demonstrated that
indicated the utility of this device.
The role of the protein environment in modifying reaction paths has been
demonstrated for the Photoactive Yellow Protein in Chapter 6. This work
demonstrates that the protein electrostatic environment is responsible for rapid
radiationless decay leading to trans-cis isomerization. Furthermore, it demon-
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strates that the static picture obtained in ONIOM calculations is consistent with
QM/MM-MD simulations. Mechanical effects play a key role in disfavouring the
α isomerisation pathway that reforms the reactants and is the favoured path in
vacuum. The electronic role reduces the barrier to β isomerisation leading to
the trans-cis isomerisation pathway. In vacuum and mechanical embedded cal-
culations, this pathway leads to a minimum on the S1 surface , with an S0-S1
energy gap of around 30 kcal mol-1. In contrast the electronically embedded
calculation leads directly to the S1/S0 intersection seam. The shape of the in-
tersection encountered at the intersection seam is therefore modified from sloped
to peaked. This, combined with the absence of a barrier to β isomerisation, indi-
cates how the electrostatic protein environment modifies the vacuum behaviour
of the chromophore to enhance isomerisation.
These results indicate the importance of include the environment effects in
studies of spectroscopy and reaction pathways in large molecules with complex
environments. The developments presented in this thesis have facilitated com-
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